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to better apprehend the utilisation of digital media and to have a clearer
vision of a market in constant evolution;
• Commercial spaces – just like booths at a trade show – where the main
players in the market can present themselves in an exhaustive and
synthetic manner. They are also able to highlight their key competencies
and references. The object here is for anyone on a project team to be
able to obtain a clearer view of “who does what” and how they
differentiate themselves.
For all market players, whatever their vocation, the SMARTreport allows:
• to communicate not only towards new prospects, but also with regular
clients;
• to put a company into perspective within its activity sector, underlining key
values and differentiation points;
• to underline their presence and implication in the market.

“Get SMART”!
Welcome to our latest SMARTreport – what we hope will be a valuable
resource for all those looking to learn more about this exciting new medium,
with the aim of this publication being that of a veritable B2B
Communication Platform. Largely distributed via trade shows, the
SMARTreport is in fact similar in construction to a trade event, with:
• Conference spaces, where end-users speak of their experiences, about
the whys and wherefores of OOH Digital Media;
• Spaces open to professional associations and analysts, including
Cleverdis itself. Our vocation is to provide a kind of “toolbox” as to how

SMARTreport are distributed free of charge at all the most important trade
shows dealing with Out of Home Digital Media (see calendar of events on
page 64, and also in PDF format via www.cleverdis.com. Via our website,
you are also able to order your free “hard copy”.
Designed in a “win-win” spirit, this publication is thus designed as a true
“information hub” for the industry. That’s why, whether you are a major or
minor player in the sector, we welcome your comments and input for the
next edition, due for publication in Q1 2009. We look forward to hearing
from you.
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of content and data contained in this publication, CLEVERDIS may
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reserved. Any reproduction of the content of this publication, even
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assumptions include assumptions relating to the timing of the record
date. If any of these risks or uncertainties materialises or any of
these assumptions proves incorrect, actual results could differ
materially from the expectations outlined in these statements.
Cleverdis assumes no obligation and does not intend to update
these forward-looking statements during the period of publication.
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Strengthening Social Bonds with the
Public Using Digital Signage
Digital Signage allows public agencies to improve the flow of information to the public. Whether in
the education or transportation fields to either make life easier for those waiting in line, or to
manage in difficult moments, digital signage assists in the accomplishment of the public service
mission. On the other hand, by giving the possibility of broadcasting messages about the local
news, events, or running reports about local people or associations social bonds can be
strengthened.

A Dynamic Relay for
Internal Communication
Video screens networked to strategic places
become the ideal support if they are seen
by all employees in different sectors, with a
clear message in relation to a given context.
It is possible, for example, to broadcast
corporate information on all production sites
to provide specific information to each
establishment. It is also a medium that relies
on the social life of the company. It is
indeed possible to put a channel available
to the staff that can broadcast messages on
projects or customer feedback, summaries
of seminars, training… all this, so that
employees have the opportunity to share
their experiences on a larger scale than
around a cafeteria table!
This tool can be used as simple “signage”,
to announce a meeting or to report a room
change for example - and may even be
used in case of an emergency in addition to
standard emergency signage.
And finally, when linked to production,
Digital Signage is a tool which is reactive
with regards to the activities of the
company.

to the right consumer, makes a digital
signage network a unique way of building
brand loyalty. Configured in the right way,
it influences, as a compliment to other instore communication supports, the
experience of the consumer, impacting four
key stages in the purchasing process:
• Recognition of a need: through
psychological and functional stimulation;
• The search for product information:
providing messages tailored to the right
place and time;
• Assessment of products: by combining
appropriate messages about the product,
Digital Signage can give information on
different attributes of the product or
services dear to the individual consumer;
• Purchasing: Digital signage can directly
influence the decision by a consumer to
buy a product or brand.
Digital signage has, for many brands,
proven to be a fantastic means for the
adaptation or change of environment of a
brand. It allows, for example, to rapidly
change a price or to accelerate the
introduction of new products to the market,
facilitating their appropriation both by the
consumer and by the vendor.

Another advantage of digital signage is that
it can communicate on a wider range of
products in one single distribution point or
even by repeating messages throughout the
whole store. In terms of store environment
and concept, digital signage contributes to
value the image of a brand, making outlets
more attractive, dynamic and modern.
Digital signage also provides a real
commercial support for sales reps working
in department stores or for department
managers to be able to present the entire
range of their products. They are thus able,
in just a few minutes every week, to create
messages for local use, designed to
coincide with their commercial operations.
This communication channel can also used
for distance learning courses for personnel
in contact with customers.
Finally, depending upon the economic
model chosen, Digital Signage also
becomes a dynamic support through which
the store’s suppliers are able to
communicate. They can thus choose the
best time and place to deliver their
message, depending on their target
audience.

A Powerful Sales /
Marketing Vector in PoS

www.cleverdis.com

© Photo: Dynamax

Summarising the various studies on subject,
the average increase in sales with digital
signage, when intelligently used as a
compliment to other media, outdoors and in
shops - is 20%. One of the main
advantages of digital signage is that it
enhances the consumer experience and
retention and to participate in building
brand recognition and association as well
as strengthening identity. Delivering the right
message at the right time, in the right place,
Out of Home Digital Media SMARTreport July 2008 – January 2009
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Interview with...

Grand Visual
Neil Morris
Managing Director

Turbo Charging the Outdoor Advertising Experience
The Grand Visual Experience
Digital OOH advertising is entering a phase today in which specialised creative teams are able to
truly leverage the advantages offered by the medium. In 2005, Grand Visual was launched hot on
the heels of the success of major outdoor media operators such as CBS Outdoor and Titan Outdoor
in the UK who were starting to invest more heavily in their screen estate. Grand Visual, as a
creative services agency focuses on moving images in a number of channels, specialising in the
outdoor market. We asked Grand Visual’s Managing Director Neil Morris to give his vision of this
fast growing medium.
and via mobile devices, these are all
exciting ways to engage an audience on a
personal level and that has a real value.
We did an interactive campaign with CBS
Outdoor for Valentine’s Day where London
Underground travellers could deliver a
message to their loved ones on screen via
SMS or online. In a sense, digital signage
can be a notice board or used as a UGC
canvas.

Secondly, digital out-of-home media
provides advertisers with the flexibility of
time sensitive copy delivery. Instead of a
two week static campaign displaying one
message we now have total flexibility in
campaign length and message scenarios.
We recently created a campaign for the
DVD release of “24: Season 6” where the
copy changed every hour reflecting the
style of the product, something you simply
couldn’t do with outdoor media in the past.
Thirdly there is the ability to interact. In
terms of touch screens, floor projections

6
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How is your content formatted?
One of the more challenging aspects of
creating digital outdoor campaigns to run
across different networks is that there is no
standard file format for copy delivery. From
an advertiser’s perspective, it’s imperative
to get a specialist content agency. A good
example of this is when we worked with
RKCR/Y&R on the Bacardi “Made to Mix”

© Photo: Grand Visual

Simplistically, there are three interesting
features. The first is the power of moving
image. Instinctively we know that moving
images catch and hold our attention more
effectively than static. Scientifically,
research has shown moving image to
create a heightened state of arousal which
is linked to stronger and more detailed
recall. It is a whole new depth of outdoor
communication.

www.cleverdis.com
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campaign. It was a visually compelling
campaign which worked brilliantly across
nine different networks including in-bar, bus
shelters, and huge LEDs, all with different
spot lengths. It took over 140 pieces of
copy to deliver the campaign with various
file formats and orientation. Nobody will
ever cover Europe with a standard format
because standardisation is a long way
away. Additionally, no network is the same
in terms of environment, mind frame and
dwell time. It’s about the fact that people
are task focused and have only seconds to
consume the media so it has to be simple,
clever, and deliver a message.

Rocky movies. It was the perfect creative
opportunity. To actually produce it was a lot
more painful because he doesn’t run at that
angle to go from panel to panel in the right
way so we took 100 frames from the film
and cut the character out so we could
isolate Rocky running. We then recreated
the scene around Rocky to make it work.
We’ve seen people respond to it incredibly
well and feedback from the station has
been excellent. The creative won the ‘Best
Digital Outdoor Advertisement’ category at
the 2007 Campaign Poster Awards and at
the 2008 British Television Advertising
Awards.

What is the future of this medium?
With all the major UK outdoor media
owners ploughing millions of pounds into
developing their digital inventory we will
see this area becoming more and more
important in terms of outdoor media spend.
Retailers are also acquiring more screen
inventory in-store and I think despite a slow
start in the UK this is an area that will pick
up. There is a real momentum across the
industry and that means there will be more
screens of better quality in more spaces
with audiences that advertisers will want to
communicate with.

Tell me about the Rocky campaign

© Photos: Grand Visual

For me it’s a really good example of the
medium and message working really
effectively together. We’ve got an
environment where people are moving on
the escalator and we’ve got this well
known iconic running scene from all the

www.cleverdis.com
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Neo Advertising – “a Fresh View”
of Out of Home Digital Media

Close-up on One of
Europe’s Largest Networks
Coming from a banking background, Neo
Group CEO, Christian Vaglio-Giors entered
the Out of Home Digital Media sector with
a “fresh view”. With his partner, Mr. VaglioGiors had spent a lot of time traveling in
Anglo-Saxon countries where the idea of
renting out screens for advertising first came
about. “We thought that it was a definitely
good idea and we thought it might one day
become a medium”. In 2003, having
identified this potential mass media, Neo
Advertising was launched in Switzerland.
“The timing was really good, and we had
expertise in dealing with large client
retailers in the specific area. My partner
had an entrepreneur family in media, so he
had the connections and basically we
decided to join forces,” says Mr. VaglioGiors.

Neo has two main axes; firstly they have
developed an advertising network using
plasma and LCD screens and operating
mostly in the retail, supermarkets and
hypermarkets. Neo operates in shopping
malls, with by far the largest network in the
nation, running 40 of the top shopping
malls there. They also operate in
pharmacies and travel agencies.

Success Stories
Neo already has three major success stories
in Switzerland. They managed to convince
the three largest retailers in the country to
“take the leap” into Digital Signage… quite
an achievement! “As you know, these

With more than 1,300 screens, Neo
already boasts more than 75-million
impacts per year in Switzerland. While that
seems like a lot of people, major advertising
agencies are just starting to catch on to Out
of Home Digital Media. According to Mr.
Vaglio-Giors, agencies are just beginning to
understand the interest of this medium:
“What agencies are requesting now is to
increase the number of screens, the number
of locations, and the number of people,
because we are still marginal in terms of
contact. The reach of the coverage is not
enough.”

Neo Advertising is a European leading provider and
operator of Digital Out Of Home networks. Neo Advertising
operates 15,000 public displays, partners with tier-1
institutions such as French retail chain Carrefour, German
retail chain Edeka as well as most prestigious real estate
owners. Neo Advertising operates in Belgium, Canada,
Germany, Portugal, Spain, Switzerland and in the
Netherlands.

Christian Vaglio-Giors
Neo Group CEO
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people are extremely difficult to deal with
and convincing them was not an easy task.
Now the market really sees the Neo Project
as one of the key ways to institutionalise this
media.”

Broadsign Adds Value
to the Offering
In its early days, Neo used a “lite” software
solution, but with the understanding that a
high performance network was needed,
they turned to Broadsign. “During the course
of 2004 we were advised that developing
software was definitely not the function
where we had the most value,” says Mr.
Vaglio-Giors. “We reviewed many solutions
and finally decided to go for Broadsign. I
always believed that for me technology
should take no more than 1 hour per week,
and using this software was certainly the

best way to achieve this goal.” The
application offers a lot of flexibility in
creating content playback schedules, and it
has media buyer-friendly documents such as
insertion orders, campaign progress reports
and affidavits. The estimation of CPM
values for comparison to other media and
ROI analysis is made possible through the
use of Broadsign’s Dynamic Rate Card tool
built into the software interface.

Neo Assists Clients in
Content Creation
After two years of operations, the fact that
only “broadcast” content was available
became frustrating when planning
campaigns. This fact had also hampered
business: “We were not getting some
business because at that time the clients
often had no content for this medium, so we

decided to create a service department to
help clients make the shift from traditional
media to digital signage.” Firstly this was
done by creating light flash animations and
today Neo has 8 full time staff working on
content development for tier one clients. “I
think this was key in our process to educate
the market and to help them develop the
right and appropriate content for this
medium. My dream is that tomorrow we
can broadcast 3-5 second spots and by
developing our internal production team that
certainly is the best way to achieve this
goal.”

5 Years Out – Massive
Growth Potential
The future looks very bright for Neo if
growth projections are correct. “This market
can definitely grab 5-10% of the entire
media market in the next years,” says Mr.
Vaglio-Giors; “10% being very aggressive
and 5% being more realistic. If we assume
that we will reach that objective over the
next 5 years that still puts us in the 50-70%
average growth rate!” Mr. Vaglio-Giors’
forecast echoes that of many others in the
industry today.

© Photos: Broadsign

Given the right combination of talent,
competencies and ideas, and with ongoing
intense development of software by
Broadsign in order to finally make media
planning in Out of Home Digital Media
“child’s play”, it is evident the major
agencies will finally hop onto the
bandwagon.

www.cleverdis.com
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Making Custom TV Effective
at Point of Sale
POSTV Pioneers the Way
for Successful Retail Media
in Holland
POSTV differentiates itself by having a firm
focus on developing Out of Home Digital
Media in the retail environment. “We are a
true believer in relevancy and we think
advertising is most relevant at the point of
sale or as close to the point of sale as you
can get”, says POSTV Director, Michiel
Reinoud. POSTV position their displays in
high traffic areas of supermarkets or in
relevant categories, where they narrowcast
what Mr. Reinoud describes as highly
targeted “inspirational” programming: “The
things you see on the TV can not be seen
anywhere else in the store. That’s one of the
most important things. They are not showing
the promotions you have already seen in
flyers or through other Point of Sale
messages. What we do is to make a unique
TV programme with tips on beauty, on
cooking, on the household, and through this
we add a blend of advertising from the
suppliers of the supermarket chain.”
The screens carry a maximum of 20%
advertising, in the form of branded
campaigns and specific promotions. “We
believe in creating an environment in which
the advertiser feels happy”, says Mr.

Reinoud. “Just like on national TV, there are
high quality programmes running and
advertisers want to be a part of that.”
According to Mr. Reinoud, the key is to
inspire, but doing this in a supermarket is
different to how it is in a consumer
electronics store.

Making Campaigns
that Work
Of course, working in the retail sector often
means dealing with big advertising
agencies. Until recently, one of the greatest
difficulties in convincing agencies that Out
of Home Digital Media was a viable
medium in its own right came from the fact
that there was very little valuable data
available when it came to audience
statistics. In supermarkets and fast moving
consumer channels, POSTV now provides
feedback from AC Nielsen (to which almost
every food retailer is connected). This
means advertisers are now able to get a
sales impact report in a format they are
used to working with. POSTV also
undertake exit interviews on a regular basis.
Every three months, 800 customers are
interviewed about their experience and the
way they evaluate the content they have
seen: whether or not they are inspired, the
recall rates on advertising etc.

Are Ad Agencies Starting
to Catch on to Out of
Home Digital Media?
It’s just the beginning. According to Mr.
Reinoud, “The industry is one or two years
ahead of the agencies, but we have to
keep providing them with ways of
simplifying the process so that with one
touch on their screen they can also book
and plan campaigns in the digital industry.”
While this is a fully digital medium,
throughout the world it is not yet possible to
plan and process a campaign in the same
way it is done for national radio or TV.
“That’s one of the things we are working
very hard on implementing before the end
of the year,” says Mr. Reinoud.

Founded in 2006, POSTV is the leading Dutch digital
signage network operator focusing on the retail environment.
Their networks are deployed at leading retailers such as
Media Markt, t for telecom, Vodafone and Makro. They are
part of the Neo Group, a Swiss Based company with
activities in 8 countries.

Michiel Reinoud
POSTV Director
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The Importance of
Broadsign’s Hosted
Software Solution
According to Mr. Reinoud, it is essential to
use the most reliable platform: “One thing is
having flexibility and the fact they are fully
dedicated to development. Every three to
five months there is a full new release, with
new features. That’s very important.

The other thing is the constant feedback that
Broadsign gives us. We need that feedback
in order to give our reporting back to the
agencies and advertisers. When an
advertiser asks for 16,000 impressions, we
are able to get the feedback that shows that
we did indeed make those impressions.
That’s one thing Broadsign does very well.”

2 Business Models

POSTV consists of five divisions (IT, channel
exploitation, channel management, content
production and marketing services) that work
closely together to optimally enhance the
power of Captive Audience Networks.POSTV
network currently reach over 6 million
shoppers per 4-week periods, making POSTV
the largest digital advertising network in the
Dutch retailing. POSTV connects with
shoppers
by
providing
engaging
entertainment content, relevant shopper
information and highly effective advertising.
POSTV network comprises of leading
nationwide retailers, such as MediaMarkt,
Makro, T for Telecom and Vodafone. It counts
amongst its advertising clients tier-one
companies such as Canon, Gillette,
Heineken, Nokia, Samsung and Unilever.

© Photos: Broadsign

POSTV currently uses two business models
in the rollout of Digital Signage. The first is
called “Corporate TV”, wherein a client
such as Vodafone simply employs the
company for their services, and POSTV
take care of all aspects of the network. The
second possibility is that of the
“advertising” model where POSTV go as
far as investing 100% in the creation of the

network, and then work on a revenue-share
basis.

www.cleverdis.com
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Interactive Advertising
Successful in UK Rail Setting
Transvision and Dynamax Power Exciting New Concept
The Challenge
How does one capture the attention of one
of the biggest audiences in the UK? In
1999, Titan Outdoor was faced with this
question when they were awarded the
advertising franchise of Network Rail. With
one billion rail commuters annually in the
UK, the audience potential for digital
signage was enormous. They had already
done banners and posters on the floor so
they turned to digital signage. According to
Robert Hood, Titan Transvision Manager,
“Once you get into digital there are a host
of problems but opportunities too. And it
allows you to slice and dice your audience
and be all these exciting things”.

The Solution
Over the next years they installed 17
screens at 16 network rail terminals,
primarily next to the indicator boards for
maximum impact. The railway is a more
than ideal place for digital signage as while
the commuters are waiting for their train or
glancing up at the indicator boards, 2 out
of every 3 frequent UK rail commuters
reportedly look at the Transvision screens for
approximately 2.6 minutes. Using
Dynamax’s POV software, the player is
linked to the server via a private network
and broadcasts content according to the
campaign schedule hosted on the server.
This method allows Titan’s operators to
create campaigns and run schedules and
reports with maximum ease and minimum
fuss.

news. Titan Transvision has also been
experimenting with “Bluecasting”, with their
first ever campaign featuring the advertising
for Coldplay’s album “X&Y”.
Using
Bluetooth
technology,
Titan
Transvision advertised the album on 6
screens across London along with a
message inviting commuters to turn on their
Bluetooth. The Bluecasting technology
available then allowed EMI, Coldplay’s
record company, to directly communicate
with their target market in an interactive way
by sending Coldplay ringtones, wallpaper,
and never-seen before video interviews to
commuters' mobiles and laptops.
More recently, Titan Transvision, along with
Sky One network also launched a
campaign ad for the popular series “Lost”
where commuters could download exclusive
interviews with cast, ringtones, and
wallpapers at Victoria Station. Mr. Hood
was optimistic about the opportunities for
Bluecasting, “I think we’ve been excited
about the interactivity that digital signage
can offer. We’re in high foot and traffic
areas. The opportunities to take more with a
digital poster are so thrilling”.

Titan Transvision has been able to run
personalised content in addition to
advertising content. “One of the first ones
we did was show live scores from
Wimbledon.” said Mr. Hood. Since Titan
Transvision started their partnership with Sky
News, they have been able to offer
specially personalised content for each
railway station such as local weather and

12
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Sound Enhancements

© Photo: Panphonics

The UK’s “Paradise Forum” –
A Successful Life-Size Audio Experiment

The Idea
Paradise Forum in Birmingham, UK is a
thoroughfare between the two busiest public
squares in the city. In addition to being a
walkway, Paradise Forum is also the key
meeting point in the city. Over 230,000
people come through the doors every week:
12 million visitors annually. Mediastream
Solutions, the advertising solutions provider
for Paradise Forum, realised there was great
potential for digital signage opportunities,
so they contacted Nexus, known for their
digital signage software on multiple
screens, with the aim of creating a digital
solution. But the solution had to be
something more than just simple visual
messaging.

installation to date.” The Sound Shower is
directionally maintained plane wave
technology, meaning the sound is
concentrated on a certain area so that it is
controlled. Panphonics provided Nexus
with six Sound Shower speakers, each three
metres long, thus having an audio footprint
of 7x7 metres. The screens were placed at
the either end of the mall above the two
main entrance/ exits and a compilation of
Sound Showers was elevated metres above
the centre of the forum where movement of
people is greatest. According to Stuart
Eustace, Project Manager at Mediastream
Solutions, “The sound shower adds to our
video walls as sound is something that most
Digital OOH formats cannot or do not
provide”.

The Advantages
The advantages of adding sound to digital
signage is that a group of speakers
provides constant sound coverage for
listeners. Thus, as visitors walk across the
Forum’s walkway, they do not lose focus of

the message coming out of the speakers. In
addition, this is all done without disturbing
the retail outlets that surround the target area
in front of the screen. According to John
LeBeau, Sales Manager at Panphonics,
“The reason people normally do not use
sound in digital signage is that sound can
be intrusive. It irritates and creates noise
clutter so it feels like you are being
bombarded, particularly if you have multiple
posts in the same location. We keep the
audio in a contained area so it doesn’t
spread around and add to the audio clutter
or harass nearby staff.”

The Reaction
The reaction from the public and from the
management of the centre has been very
positive. While the screens for the moment
plays only advertising content, it has the
potential to also show welcome messages
for tourists, public address announcements,
live news, and weather feeds. Nexus now
plans on offering this same complete
solution to other large commercial centres.

The Solution

www.cleverdis.com

© Photo: Panphonics

Nexus mounted two 5 x 3 video walls
made up of 42” NEC LCD screens. They
also commissioned to suspend an audio rig
to enhance the aesthetic appearance.
According to George Price, Media and
Software consultant at Nexus, “We knew
that having sound would enhance the
campaign to prospective advertisers so I
spoke to Panphonics, creator of the ‘Sound
Shower’, and they made their biggest single
Out of Home Digital Media SMARTreport July 2008 – January 2009
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When Images Leap
from Screen to Screen
Innovative Concept Attracts Attention at Zurich Airport
When seeking ways to differentiate with original content, new and original ideas are popping up
all around us. One in particular that caught our attention was at the Zurich Airport, where, as one
arrives in the main terminal, a line of seven large 56’ vertical HD LCD screens conveys images that
move from one screen to another as the passer zips by on the moving walkway. Clear Channel
Outdoors has an exclusive contract with the Zurich Airport Authority which makes them
responsible for all the advertising projects at the Zurich Airport. We spoke to Dominik Stauber, who
is in charge of Clear Channel’s Digital Media Products in Switzerland.
The Airport Authority wished to expand and
move forward into digital products, so we
took a look at the market to see what was
being done at the moment. The idea was to
create something new and spectacular, a
unique advertising media for premium
brands. That is how the WalkSeven project
was born.

How is it advantageous to use multi screens
at the airport?

These are the people who make decisions
and set strategies for their companies. That
is why airport advertising is so important for
the world’s premium brands.

Can you see this as a starting trend in
digital signage?
Yes, definitely. We are thinking strategically
and Clear Channel Outdoor has a long
term perspective on this. Zurich Airport
handles over 22 million passengers per
year and this figure increases monthly.
When we talk about target groups at the
airports, we can reach a very high
percentage of frequent fliers, business
travelers, and executives; generally people
with high incomes.

the advertising team for Walkseven. From left to right:
Sharon Sessa, Dominik Stauber and Francesco Cairati

© Photos: Walkseven

It is an advantage because it allows the
customer to produce a spot that has real eye
catching effect. So advertisers can decide
whether to have the same spot on all the
screens or display different spots on each
screen. This concept enables us to create
innovative visual effects such as objects
moving from the first to the last screen.

Basically, this is what the advertising
customer wants. Advertisers want to get
noticed by any passenger walking by. In
Zurich, WalkSeven was installed in an area
offering high passenger frequency and very
little distraction from its content.
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Digital Signage in the Banking Sector

www.cleverdis.com

consumer attitudes and behaviour impacted
by exposure to a DCN? A recent study by
the Platt Retail Institute in the US took a closeup look at one single bank. The survey was
done in far more detail than had every been
seen before, with the objective being to
provide detailed analytics relating to
consumer response to a DCN delivered
message stimulus. This was accomplished by
gauging
impact
and
awareness,
benchmarking the customer bank branch
experience, measuring the influence on
branch productivity, and track changes in
select product / service revenue /
transactional activity. The test lasted 90 days
and involved ten bank branches: 5 Test, 5
Control. It included two separate waves of
exit interviews involving 750 individuals. 38
Digital cameras were installed in the
branches, and recorded 17,000 hours of
video analyzing the behaviour of 85,000
customers. In addition, the test bank
provided an extensive amount of primary
data. As a result of the research, it was
determined that the returns from a DCN
investment are substantial. In summary, the
major findings by PRI are as follows:

DCN Impact and
Awareness
Found that the DCN was effective in
stimulating consumer message awareness.

Customer Bank Experience
Customer satisfaction increased as a result of
the DCN. This supports the conclusion that
the DCN had a positive effect on the
customer experience. Wait-time perceptions,
customer satisfaction, customer loyalty,
likelihood of recommending the Bank, and

the level of service compared with
expectation were all positively impacted.

Branch Productivity
Branch productivity was positively impacted.
The presence of a DCN can increase
branch transaction processing, resulting in
reducing branch labor costs.

Product / Service
Awareness and Revenue /
Transactional Activity
The following are findings based upon DCN
delivered messages:
1. A positive impact on product/service
awareness.
2. For 7 of 8 promoted products/services,
purchase/usage intent was influenced.
3. For 4 of 8 promoted products/services,
customer behaviour was impacted.
4. The impact on customer behaviour
relating to transactional activities was
greater than on product/service
purchases.
5. When incorporated into an integrated
marketing campaign, new customer
product/service sales increased more
than current customer account activity.
6. In the majority of cases, the Test branches
outperformed the Control branches in
revenue generation of non-promoted
products.
Copies of this Working Paper can be
purchased from the Platt Retail Institute, or
secured from its Sponsors pursuant to their
license agreement. The Working Paper is 70
pages, contains 67 charts and sells for U.S.
$1,000.

© Photo: ScreenRed

Banks have long been haunted by digital
signage in various forms. Beginning many
years ago with networked bank and
financial information, more recently, the
paradigm shifted to become much more
advertising/promotion based. Consumers
now have the chance to find out about other
investments and services that the bank may
offer, and indeed, what better time to
advertise products and services than when
customers are standing in line waiting for the
next available teller? Banks today are
creating their own custom TV channels,
digital banking signs and information
portals, visible on LCD or Plasma screens in
varying locations, and with content
specifically targeting each situation. Content
in a bank branch window will generally be
very short, bright and with animation to
catch the eye, in the knowledge that the
message has to be given in just a few
seconds in order to get the client in the door.
In the queue for the teller however, much
longer segments – up to 30 or even 60
seconds can be used for promotional clips,
but these are generally interspersed with
weather, finance, news etc. Indeed, while
customers are waiting in line for tellers or
elsewhere in the branch, digital signs can
serve as dynamic bank message boards,
delivering compelling messages about
current rates and the benefits of signing up
for new products and services. Bank
marketing directors have found they like the
flexibility of digital merchandising because
they can easily change the content and keep
it fresh. In addition, outside normal banking
hours, networks can also be used to inform
and educate staff, as a great internal
communication tool. Kiosks and touchscreens are also becoming more
commonplace in banks as people become
more accustomed to “self serve” solutions.
Self-service banking kiosks can also serve
transactional functions, such as handling
name and address changes or letting
customers apply for a credit card account or
other loan. Given that the importance of the
customer experience in a bank has been
established, many institutions are now
attempting to evaluate methods to enhance
the bank branch environment. Digital
communication networks (“DCN”) can be
expensive to deploy and maintain, therefore,
prior to making such an investment, the
benefits should be evaluated. How are
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Creating the Luxury
Cinema Complex Experience

The Challenge

Implementation

With the ‘Cinema De Lux’ concept, in
2007, Showcase, a US-owned Cinema
Management company, decided to create
an enhanced recreational environment for
their new £30-million (UKP), 12-screen
“Cinema De Lux” in the new Westfield
Shopping Centre in Derby, UK. The
challenge was just how to make this new
location stand out in terms of futuristic
design ideas, as well as how to enhance
the delivery of important messages to
patrons.

In late 2007, Beaver Solutions, part of
Beaver Group, was chosen to provide the
complete digital signage solution. They
installed 47 Sanyo 42" LCD screens with
six projectors in the foyer. The system is
managed using Scala InfoChannel 5
content management system, from the
Beaver Solutions offices in Ware,
Hertfordshire. A team of content editors,
video producers and technicians create
custom content and manage the screens in
Derby. The system runs on 28 media
player PCs. Each player sends two
separate video signals to two screens or
projectors. All the content for the screens is
controlled independently, stored locally on
each player, while the overall network is
managed by the Content Manager PC.
This PC is located at Showcase’s head
office in Nottingham and is accessed to
update templates, add content and
change display times or locations. The
content is thus dynamic, interchangeable
and independent on all the screens,
providing a complete and flexible signage
network.

Solution

© Photo: Beaver Solutions

Posters and menu boards, which until now
have generally been static, were to be
replaced by an innovative digital signage
project, leading to a much more interesting
and exciting environment for cinema-goers.
Movie trailers, box office screens and menu
boards would be more elegantly displayed
and could be easily updated resulting in an
environment that is immersive and inviting in
a space where people have significant
waiting times.

16
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Beaver Solutions teams with Scala
for a Flagship Installation in Derby, UK

Content
All content is created in-house by Beaver
Solutions, who worked closely with
Showcase CDL to promote the premier
brand. High-definition videos of the
concession products are shot by Beaver
Solutions, which are then inserted into the
menu board content. Up-to-date movie times
and ticket availability is displayed on the
five box office screens, which are
automatically kept live from a data server.
Beaver Solutions used a link to an existing
file held by Showcase and developed a
custom application which interfaces with
Scala InfoChannel to display this
information on the box office screens,
showing relevant times for movies and
keeping track of ticket sales, displaying
‘SOLD’ or ‘FEW’ with the times of each
showing, in real time. Important or
promotional messages such as warnings or
precautions about certain movies can be
delivered to any of the screens using tickers
or a full screen display. With new movies
being released every week, Beaver
Solutions works with Showcase CDL to
ensure that they have current, up-to-date
trailers and movie posters displayed on the
spillway screens.

www.cleverdis.com
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Getting the Message Across
in the Trade Show Setting
Fair TV in BolognaFiere, Italy
communication
platform
of
the
BolognaFiere. Cayin SMP-WEBPLUS
players with 62” LCD displays have been
deployed in the exhibition halls by Kennell.

• Ability to broadcast customized content
on one or more transmission points
• Possibility of integrating the system with
other communication tools
• Web-based technology

© Photos: Cayin

Through Fair TV, the fair organisers and
exhibitors can promote their activities or
products, inform events scheduled inside the
fair, and even broadcast news from Italy
and the world. Screens are placed at
various points such as entrances, links
between
pavilions,
restaurants,
demonstration office and press rooms,
where the impact of publicity on the screens
is maximised.

The Challenge
BolognaFiere is one of the most modern and
functional exhibition centres in Europe.
Having four independent entrances, each
with adjacent logistic services, it is able to
host a number of different events
simultaneously. It has 20 air-conditioned,
fully wired and IT-enabled multifunctional
exhibition halls that follow a highly rational
layout along four main axes. It hosts a total
of 34 events divided into 5 sectors:
Construction and Living, The World of
Leather, Auto and Technology, Goods and
Services, Cultural, Beauty and Wellness.
When BolognaFiere sought a new and
exciting means of communication for
exhibitors, they decided an internal digital
signage system was a must, but it had to be
in keeping with the exciting, high tech
feeling of the centre itself…

Fair TV, using the powerful media of digital
signage, is supported by Cayin CMS
servers that allow complete management of
content and transmission mode through a
central control system.

The Benefits
• Effectiveness in reaching the target
audience.
• Innovative and exclusive instrument
• Ability to combine institutional information
and public entertainment
• Ability to engage target audience

The Project

www.cleverdis.com

© Photos: Cayin

BolognaFiere called upon Kennell Digital
Distribution to undertake the project. In
return, Kennell launched “Fair TV”, based
on Cayin digital signage solution. It is a
new advertising, dynamic and effective
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Hospitality and Tourism
A Major Growth Sector
The use of digital signage is growing quickly in fields such as hospitality and tourism. While these
vertical markets are very broad, there are common points of interest and ways in which businesses
are leveraging the power of OOH Digital Media.
content from the regularly scheduled
information to unique content that has been
created for that particular viewer. Specific
software continuously monitors the status of
every screen as well as the PC connected to
it, without a Hyatt staff member having to
physically check on the hardware. The
software automates an appropriate
notification, should a problem occur.

© Photo: Cleverdis

Anaheim Marriott
Achieves Greater
Efficiency through Digital
Signage

The Hotel Sector
Within a hotel, the use of digital media,
and indeed the convergence of digital
systems, is at the heart of the industry’s
growth. Hotel management systems are
able to be linked to both digital signage
and in-room entertainment systems in order
to enhance the guest experience, to open
new revenue streams, and to streamline
business processes.

Ideas – Example of Hyatt
Regency Chicago
At the Hyatt Regency Chicago, in addition
to fifty fixed mounted LCD screens, mobile
screens can be moved to different locations
throughout the hotel depending on the daily
events. Live TV feeds may be sent to some
displays, and the software used to power

18
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the system (in the case of the Chicago Hyatt
– Omnivex) may also be used to send the
same information on the public displays to
the in-room TV’s. In the case of the Hyatt the
digital signage software also interfaces with
the centralized Hyatt property management
server, called Envision. The Envision
database contains information from around
the world about all Hyatt meeting and
banquet bookings and schedules. This
information is then accessed and specific
meeting information is displayed on
particular screens at a specified date and
time, automatically with no manual
intervention by Hyatt Regency staff.

Minority Report?
Through the use of radio frequency
identification tags (RFID) the Omnivex
software at the Chicago Hyatt recognizes
when a specified observer is in range of a
screen and automatically changes the

Out of Home Digital Media SMARTreport July 2008 – January 2009

Traditionally, in fulfilling the need to
communicate important information to their
guests, glass encased printed documents
were used at the Marriott. Each morning the
staff would update the meeting room
schedules and the day's events, print several
copies, and deliver them to the information
cabinets situated throughout the facility.
Quite often the information would need to
be changed throughout the day and the
process would need to be repeated. The
Marriott's wanted the ability to show unique
content on each display. It was imperative
that they be able to simultaneously post
meeting room schedules, advertisements for
the restaurant and lounge facilities, updated
news information via CNN, and general
messages in a timely and efficient manner.
Television is a part of the screen layout and
the software can change sound, closed
captioning, and channel as required.
The Marriott's existing marketing materials
are integrated into the layouts, advertising
the restaurant, bar, and other hotel facilities.
The system has opened up a new source of
revenue for the hotel by enabling it to easily
sell advertising space on the displays to
visiting groups, turning the entire project into
a source of revenue as opposed to a cost
centre.
www.cleverdis.com
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Innovative Digital Signage
at Heart of
Club Med Repositioning
Club Med selects C-nario as software provider for three-screen
displays at its 46 agencies throughout France.

Overview
Club Méditerranée, commonly known as
Club Med, is a French corporation and a
major player in the tourism sector, with a
network of travel agencies and vacation
resorts located in over 50 countries
worldwide. In 2007, Club Med decided to
renovate the window displays at its 46
agencies throughout France, and equip
them with multi-display systems aiming to
attract passers-by through the integration of
three dynamic synchronised screens in full
high definition. The concept was created by
a major French architectural design agency,
AKDV. Club Med chose C-nario’s French
partner, APIA Solutions, to deploy and
operate the systems based on C-nario’s
software solutions for dynamic displays.

Objectives
To accompany the increase in its popularity,
Club Med has launched a programme to
renovate its agencies, including the use of
dynamic display. The goal was to generate
more traffic in the agencies by attracting
passers-by with information, advertisements
and other commercial messages.

Description
Three screens were installed in each
agency, displaying content consisting of 30second loops of promotional information.
The first screen displays movies that convey
the experience at Club-Med vacation
resorts, various images are displayed on the
second screen, and promotional text
messages and news on the third. The
display on each screen is correlated with
the two other screens, to avoid discrepancy.

between the screens, while maintaining the
highest possible quality. That way, the
screen becomes a true incentive to travel,
enticing the viewer to cross the threshold
and enter the agencies.

Solution
C-nario Messenger, a complete digital
signage
display,
distribution
and
management platform, and C-nario Canvas
controller were selected to create a multiscreen synchronised solution. Canvas offers
real time synchronisation of content without
loss of definition, unlike the process of
content expansion on multiple screens,
which can lead to quality deterioration. The
advantage here is display quality, coupled
with the ability to modify content separately.
C-nario’s partner, APIA Solutions, operates
the three-screen networks, and updates the
media, playlist and scheduling. All 46
outlets were equipped by the end of June
2008.

Results
The powerful scheduling features offered by
C-nario allow Club Med to maximise its
media plan in the use of its advertising, the
use of its advertising spots and promotional
offers in real time over the entire network.
Initial results are already being felt, with an

excellent perception of Club Med’s image
and a growing number of people stopping
to watch the windows and take in the
agencies’ offers.

© Photos: Club Med

Challenges
The content had to be delivered
simultaneously on all three screens, with
maximum synchronisation and coordination

www.cleverdis.com
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Digital Signage Permits Multi-Tasking
at New Norwegian Stadium
Forward Thinking by
Project Planners Creates
Exciting New Revenue
Streams
When Kristiansand Stadium in Kristiansand,
Norway was “outgrown” by Norway’s IK
Start football team, Sør Arena was built in
2007. With a 14,000 seating capacity,
it’s not the novelty that distinguishes Sør
Arena, but rather the sophisticated
technology that is within.

Multi-Purpose Vocation
thanks to Digital Signage
With the new stadium it was important to
have a high tech digital signage system.
The intent was to not only dazzle the
football fans, but to also operate during the
off-season when corporations use their new
conference rooms or even the entire stadium
for presentations and meetings.

Project Management
Hatteland Vision was contacted for this
project because of their experience with
digital signage deployments. “They offered
us a great amount of flexibility with regards
to tailoring solutions for the different kinds of
customers both now and for the future.” said
Ranneberg-Nilsen. Using Omnivex’s Display
3 software, this has become a reality.
According to Geir Ove Finstad, Managing
Director at Hatteland Vision the “match
statuses are live and viewable from
anywhere in the stadium in real time”.
Everything is managed from the control
room with live TV, advertising and
information based on what is appropriate at
the time and in each specific location. The
software automatically formats and displays

the score board information, VIP lounge
messages and advertising, without
additional data entry into the system.

Public Reaction
The response has been tremendous. “They
think it’s great, as we have become
something more than a football club. We
have had very good responses in our VIP
lounges,” stated Ranneberg-Nilsen.
The stadium uses the system as a new
revenue stream through ad sales. Sør Arena
has recruited the services of an advertising
company to help businesses promote
themselves using digital signage. It has
made Sør Arena one of the most
technologically advanced stadiums in
Norway.
There are future plans to make the stadium’s
digital signage even more interactive, by
using the Omnivex software to allow fans to
participate in voting for the player of the
game through SMS, for example. Mr.
Ranneberg-Nilsen is enthusiastic for the
future: “Certainly it helps us to have a
platform for the future so we are expecting
a lot of income from it and we already see
that in our various sponsorships packages.
It’s great for our own branding to promote
the stadium for ourselves, the conferences,
concerts, our customers, and our partners.”

© Photos: Omnivex

For Sør Arena it was important to find a
software that could handle all types of
media, including the MPG2 Multicast video
stream broadcast during the games, and
centrally manage all of the displays in the
facility with one system. As you walk
through Sør Arena, you pass in front of more
than 100 monitors placed in varied

locations, from kiosks to the VIP room,
entrances and restaurants. There are also
two 28 square metre “wide-aspect” LED
monitors in the stadium itself. The system
needed to be flexible enough to be used by
businesses during the off season which
meant it needed software to feed live TV,
content graphics and other display content.
The system had to also be set up to view
any IP-based TV channel. It was mostly
important that it was “something we could
easily manipulate” according to Arne
Ranneberg-Nilsen, marketing manager at
Sør Arena.
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Multi-purpose
Digital Signage
in the Airport Setting
Flight Information Just Part of “The Big
Picture” at New Eindhoven Terminal

Background
In 2005, Eindhoven Airport built a new
passenger terminal and in 2006 they
installed 50 Philips LCD displays that were
a mixture of landscape and portrait mode to
inform the passengers with up-to-date flight
information. In addition, the same screens
are used to display advertising. The airport
also has a number of conference rooms,
where the screen is used to display
scheduled meetings for the available
conference rooms. Finally there are 2 huge
LED boards in the central arrival/departure
hall. These screens are mainly used to
display commercials and promotions.
With such impressive hardware just as
impressive software was needed. One
important aspect at an airport is reliability.
For FIDS (Flight Information Display System)
it’s an absolute must to have an availability
of more than 99.9%. One can imagine that
a failure with the displays showing flight
information will directly lead to chaos
among the passengers. According to Bas
Kluijtmans, IT Manager at Eindhoven
Airport, “Airports are highly complex
environments where a simple digital
signage solution is not sufficient. There are
all kinds of specific situations at an airport
like code-shared flights and gate changes
that require a unique solution”. The airport
called upon Net Display with their PADS
software, an application that displays flight
www.cleverdis.com

information at the arrival / departure area,
check-in counters, security area, gate area
and baggage belt area. Net Display
Systems also delivered a display solution for
the meeting rooms at the airport, a key
signage solution showing information about
products and pricing for all restaurant
facilities at the airport as well as a complete
digital advertising solution. The other unique
part of this solution is that there is an
automatic interface between the Flight
Information Display System (FIDS) and the
Public Announcement System (PA). As soon
as there is an update on the flight
information, it sends it to both the displays
as well as the PA system. If required, the PA
system will automatically generate a voice
announcement based on pre-recorded
voice fragments. In this way the displayed
information will always be fully
synchronised with the announcement system
of the airport providing emergency paging
messages and background music combined
into a single system, which gives Eindhoven
Airport a unique AV solution.

a second terminal building. In this case the
number of screens will increase to more
than 100.

According to Mr. Kluijtmans, the feedback
has been very positive. “According to our
travellers, the information is clear and to the
point. Our choice to use only a small part of
the screens for advertising has made that the
advertising is not seen as being annoying”.

© Photos: Net Display Systems

© Photo: Net Display Systems

Digital signage in airports has for a long time been a necessity for
flight information. The focus is very much on the accuracy of
information displayed for the travellers. Today, airports are
seeking to enhance the use of digital signage, displaying
advertising and other kinds of information. At Eindhoven, this is
being done very successfully, through the use of various kinds of
screens.

This is only the beginning for Eindhoven
Airport as it has plans for the construction of
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Second Half 2008 Outlook
for the Digital Communications
Network Industry
Sector Maturing – Bullish Sentiment Despite Economic Slowdown
In order to “shine the spotlight” on the
sometimes murky roadmap of this ever more
intricate industry, on the 9th of June 2008,
Cleverdis Editor in Chief, Richard Barnes,
moderated a virtual roundtable – a global
conference call – organised by the world
renowned Platt Retail Institute.
A panel of top industry players took part; a
blend of suppliers and end-users:
• Nick Deen, Senior Market Development
Manger, Sony Europe, Netherlands
• Jeff Mack, Chairman, President & CEO,
Wireless Ronin Technologies, USA
• Todd Eastman, Senior Manager,
Technology Design, Best Buy, USA
• Michael Scott, Technology Director, Clear
Channel Outdoor, UK
• Steven Keith Platt, Director and Research
Fellow, Platt Retail Institute, USA

Conference Précis

The importance of bringing-in local flavour
and input into network models however was
strongly underlined by Best Buy’s Todd
Eastman: “How do you take that big huge
box (eds: the Best Buy Store) that sits in the
middle of a community and shrink it down
and make it a part of the community? We
think digital signage has a great opportunity
to do that.”… “No matter how you go
through the demographics, each store has
something unique about it, in the community
that’s around it, and it’s finding out what that
thing is – that special need – and actually
being able to cater to it when you are a
thousand-store chain like Best Buy. So we
think it’s critically important.”

The Evolution of Content Creation: The
creation of properly suited digital content is
becoming more and more important, and
calculating the cost of the content creation
will often be a very decisive factor in the

final go / no-go decision. According to SK
Platt: “The biggest impediment going
forward to the success of the industry in
general is the ability to deliver on-demand
content that is particularly geared towards
the person looking at the screen. You can
draw some interesting lessons from the
billboard industry… traditional OOH…
fairly simple messages like bright lighting,
nothing too complex… again it depends
whether or not there is a lot of dwell time
amongst other things. The biggest challenge
at this point is creating on-demand,
inexpensive on-the-fly content. At our institute
we are working very hard on that… to be
able to set up very flexible content so it can
be localized by the bank manager and it
can be day parted and really leverage the
advantages of the medium. The challenge is
to not producing content. The challenge is
to produce enough good content on
demand.”

While an edited transcription and highlights
of the conference are available on the Platt
Retail Institute website as well as via the
Cleverdis website, following are a few of
the highlights:

Store Associates Should Participate: Best
Buy have been developing some interesting
ways of communicating digitally in-store,
including use of the TVs in the TV
department, as well as having screens in
strategic locations and at check-outs. They
are also planning outdoor digital
advertising.
24
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Europe Leads the Way: According to SK
Platt: I continue to spend a lot time in Europe
and I continue to be of the opinion they are
ahead of us in North America, for example,
Jeff was mentioning a big QSR opportunity
in Germany – Burger King deployed in
hundreds of stores. Similarly there are a lot
of great examples in Europe of advanced
adoption versus North America. I think
however it’s about to change.
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The same positive sentiment is reflected by
Sony’s Nick Deen: “We see a lot of interest
in all the countries and all the lead
generation campaigns we do are quite
successful. People are looking to invest in
this new medium. They do see an
opportunity, they are also looking for Return
on Investment, but there is more than just a
hype in Europe in the Digital Signage
area.”

Clear Channel’s Michael Scott meantime
explains that the content has to be perfectly
suited to its environment in order for it to
work. “We have a mixture of environments
where some of the images are static and
therefore the agencies just try to push the
same content, which they’ve used on an
ordinary billboard or poster, but that
generally doesn’t work. As a digital
message may only be seen once (the
advertiser may have a new creative the next
time a site is passed) it has to be created in
a way that conveys the message in one
glance, as opposed to a traditional poster
where it is seen several times over the
posting period. And also, in the dynamic
environment, you just can’t run TV ads.
Again, you have to think very carefully
about the environment the message is in
and what the audience is doing.”

Are Slowing Economies
Affecting the
Marketplace?
The general opinion is “no”. While we have
learned from the World Advertising
Research Center that spending on outdoor
advertising experienced a dip at the start of
the year, the general outlook for the rollout
of new ad-driven and captive networks is
still very bullish. According to Wireless
Ronin’s Jeff Mack, “We’ve seen more leads
develop in the last three months than in any
point in the history of this company. We’ve
been to a trade show -- DS Expo – and in
two days we generated a solid 765 leads
and probably north of globally three to four
hundred million dollars worth of
opportunities. I’m not suggesting there isn’t
an impact, but people are looking at their
spend, they are looking for the most efficient
way of spending their dollars and today
Digital Signage seems to be a good way to
do that.”
www.cleverdis.com

Clear Channel’s Michael Scott, who has his
finger truly on the pulse of the advertising
market, is philosophical: “When you get
into any sort of difficulties, there are always
two schools of thought around advertising.
You can cut to save money, or you can up
your spend to ensure you get whatever
limited business there is out there. I think that
Digital Signage, which is new and
interesting, gives us an opportunity to push
the second train of thought.”

ROI: In times of economic difficulty, data
and proof of ROI become increasingly
important. The fact that several companies,
such
as
TruMedia,
are
offering
extraordinary new solutions with which to
measure and analyse audiences, will also
give OOH Digital Media a strong edge as
they begin to roll out. According to SK Platt,
“I personally believe that OOH is going to
boom, because we’ll be able to deliver
much better audience measurement results
than any other medium by knowing who is
in front of the sign and how long they’re
looking at it. We believe the medium has
great potential because of that.”

Todd Eastman

Steven Keith Platt

Jeff Mack

Nick Dean

© Photo: Platt Retail Institute

Michael Scott
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Interview with...

The World Advertising
Research Center
Colin MacLeod
Research Director

The Long Term Outlook
for Out of Home Advertising
World Advertising Research Center Predicts Solid Ongoing
Growth, Despite Current Market Hesitation
OOH digital media is, for many advertisers, confounded within the general category of “OOH”,
despite its very specific advantages. This being said, it has been more than heartening to speak
with Colin MacLeod, Research Director of the World Advertising Research Center in the UK, who
tells us about the long-term outlook for this industry.
The general picture for OOH in the areas of
retail, transport, leisure sites, as well as
roadside, is that it has done incredibly well.
It’s been second only to the Internet in yearto-year growth over the past 5 years. To
some extent they have benefitted from a
perception that some other major media
such as TV are not as effective at
segmentation as they were years ago. So
this has actually boosted total outdoor and
part of that is the development of digital and
the interest that generates in the medium
among advertisers and agencies.

There has been a bit of a dip in OOH ad
sales of late with the world’s economic
problems. What is your view of how sales
will develop?
Our view looking ahead is that it will pick
up again, but like all media it will be
affected by the global and local economic
climate. If you look back over the last 20 or
30 years, you do find that total advertising
spend appears to depend on 2 things –
general consumer spending, and company
profit levels. In years when both go up
sharply, you see a growth in advertising
spend. To some extent, that hasn’t
www.cleverdis.com

happened recently. The growth in the
Internet as an advertising medium has been
phenomenal -- 40-50% in the last 5-10
years, and this has messed the model up a
bit. It’s offering advertisers a low-cost entry
into advertising and it may be that the old
model doesn’t work as well as it has in the
past.
But generally the model is still
reliable. The assumption is that the economy
in the UK is predicted to grow by 1.5-1.7
percent this year as opposed to 3 percent
last year. There will be a general slowdown
in advertising spend. Most of the people
forecasting ad spend growth this year have
been cutting back on their forecasts in
recent months and we are no exception to
that. Our forecasts for 2008 are now
noticeably lower than they were 3-6 months
ago. And that is really the effect of the
slowdown in consumer expenditure,
problems in the housing market, concerns
about employment and so on. The Out of
Home medium will be affected as a part of
that. We will still however see some growth
in the medium… it will do better than TV
which is going to be hit to some extent, and
print media, certainly classified, is being hit
quite badly… and a lot of that is due to
advertisers moving their money online.

WARC: The World Advertising
Research Center (WARC) is an
independent organisation and
works
closely
with
trade
associations, industry bodies and
blue chip companies around the
world, including the Advertising
Research Foundation, Institute of
Practitioners in Advertising,
ACNielsen, ESOMAR and the US
Association
of
National
Advertisers.
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Third Party Advertising Study
Gives Positive 8-Year Outlook
NSR Report Projects Out-of-Home Digital Display Networks Will
Generate $2.7 Billion in Advertising Revenue by 2013
NSR have recently released a market research and forecast report: “Global Market for Digital
Signage”. Focused exclusively on networks consisting of digital displays used for third party
advertising, the report provides a study of the major verticals served by these networks across all
regions of the world. Data from over 200 companies forms a core of the research, and the report
provides Excel models that allow operators and advertisers to calculate their return on investment
(ROI) for Digital Signage networks.
Digital Signage networks have evolved from
offshoots of business television to corporate
marketing mechanisms to an advertising
medium today, which leading international
advertisers are paying serious attention to
for reaching customers as they spend more
time away from, and indeed avoiding,
mainstream media. As the industry evolves
its own sets of standards and measurement
of true audience impact grows, advertiser
confidence will build and revenues will
grow at rates that NSR believes will mimic
the growth of online advertising during the
past decade.

According to NSR, the industry, which has
the majority of deployments and revenues
globally from retail, hospitality, healthcare
and transportation verticals, is poised to
grow from an estimated installed base of
about 210,000 sites in 2007 to more than
850,000 sites during the period from
2008 to 2013. Though North America and
Europe remain leaders in deployments,
countries such as China, Australia and India
in the Asia Pacific are witnessing
tremendous growth and are estimated to
reach the scale of their early-adoptive
counterparts over a five-year period.

Revenues from advertising, though hard to
come by initially, have picked up
considerably with advertisers recognising
the impact of the medium on consumers,
especially in retail locations such as malls
and supermarkets. Here, once again, the
global industry is expected to grow at a
healthy rate of about 18% from its current
estimated figure of nearly $1 billion
annually in advertising revenue.

“We have all seen a screen outside of our
homes at some point beaming advertising
content at us with the idea that we make our

Global Digital Signage Sites 2007 (All Verticals)
Source: NSR
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Global Digital Signage Advertising Revenues 2007 (All Verticals)
Source: NSR
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decisions at the point of sale” stated
Prashant Butani, Analyst for NSR and author
of the report.
“However, despite an ROI model that is yet
to be proven, companies continue to deploy
large networks, as advertisers that were
once sceptical are now more apt to divert a
portion of their huge advertising budgets to
a medium that claims to be here to stay.”
This acceptance of the medium will drive the
industry past billion dollar figures in
revenues from advertising, sales of customer
premises equipment as well as software
over the next five years.

Retail 71%

About the Report
Global Market for Digital Signage is a multiclient report now available from NSR. The
report forecasts the sites and revenues
associated with the Digital Signage market
in each region, examines the business
model behind advertising-based Digital
Signs and includes a breakdown of the
elements of the business pertaining to
network operators. As additional tools for
business planners, spreadsheet models for
calculating return on investment for both
operators and advertisers are included with
the report. For additional information on this
report, including a full table of contents, list

of exhibits and executive summary, please
visit www.nsr.com or call NSR at 617-5765771.

About NSR
NSR is an international market research and
consulting firm specialising in satellite and
wireless technology and applications.
NSR’s primary areas of expertise include
emerging technology, IP applications, and
broadcast services. With extensive
expertise in all regions and a number of
broadband sectors, NSR is a leading
provider of in-depth market insight and
analyses.
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Digital Signage Industry
Reaches Tipping Point
DisplaySearch Chicago Conference Indicates
Sustainable Revenue Flows Now Finally Being Realised
A number of presenters at the DisplaySearch inaugural Flat Panel Digital Signage Conference,
which took place in Chicago in June 2008 agreed that this market segment has transitioned from
“perpetual pilot programs” to a business segment that is finally positioned to take off.
Several clear indicators were given at the
conference that the market is finally reaching
the “point of knot”. JC Decaux, one of the
world’s
largest
out-of-home
media
companies, has been actively working for
over a decade to find alternate solutions to its
typical printed poster boards, principally
dynamic digital signs.
They are now finally featuring digital signage
rollouts from LAX to JFK to London’s Heathrow.
Yet another sign that the market is beginning
to mature, Omnivex, a worldwide leader of
software content management administering
the content displayed on the screen noted
that they are seeing their partner-companies
now actually generating revenue through
advertising on their various digital signage
networks. Typically, these companies might
have entered into the digital signage space

display industry quite possibly at the heart of
it, in order to build upon the momentum
profitably.”

simply as a “branding” technique or as a
more eye-catching form of point of purchase
(POP) in an effort to simply achieve up-lift in
sales of a particular product being promoted.
But, they are now finding that the “real
estate” space on the screen can be used for
so much more and are thus finding new and
sustainable business models through the sales
of advertising.

Connery kicked-off the conference with a
market overview and outlook of the digital
signage industry, indicating that Plasma
displays (PDPs) are currently the clear winner
for the commercial market; 42” and 50”
PDPs currently have a 43% share of the
commercial FPD market.

“All the indications are there that the digital
signage industry is finally starting to emerge
from an indefinable market to one where
high-level partnerships are being formed and
sustainable revenue flows are being
realized,” noted Chris Connery, Conference
Moderator for DisplaySearch’s Digital
Signage
Conference.
“Continued
collaboration is still needed throughout the
digital signage industry, with the $100B

During the event, Panasonic presented their
new NEO Plasma technology that will
enable extremely thin 150” panels that are
ideal for video walls and can prove an
extremely thin form factor (24.7 mm) and
boast twice as much efficiency and
brightness, with half the power consumption
of alternative solutions.

Q1’08 WW Top Selling Technology / Size / Resolution
Source: DisplaySearch Q2’08Quarterly FPD Public Display Shipment and Forecast Report

While large format LCDshave taken the top market share position for
larger size consumer LCDTVs, in the Commercial Market, the top two
best selling size / resolution FPD displays for Digital Signage are PDPs
Rank

30

Tech/Size/Reso

Q1’08 Unit Volume

Q1’08 Unit Share

1

PDP 42” 720-768

76,442

25,0%

2

PDP 50” 720-768

58,886

19,3%

3

LCD 40” 1366 x 768

28,783

9,4%

4

LCD 32” 1366 x 768

28,348

8,6%

5

LCD 42” 1366 x 768

26,348

8,1%

6

PDP 42” 480p

14,268

4,7%

7

LCD 46” 1366 x 768

13,140

4,3%

8

PDP 60-65” 720-768

7,951

2,6%

9

LCD 46” 1920 x 1080

6,301

2,1%

10

PDP 42” 1024i/1080i

6,028

2,0%

Others LCD

16,939

5,5%

Others PDP

25,430

8,3%

Total

305,369

100,0%

/
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Digital Media Networks Can’t Fail to
Succeed this Time... Can They?
The technology is fit-for-purpose, the metrics are in development
and the level of interest is once again high.
Futuresource Consulting, the new face of DTC and Understanding & Solutions, has released a new
White Paper setting out to address some of the key questions surrounding digital media networks
and their future. Following are some of the highlights of the White Paper, which can be obtained
via the Futuresource website: www.futuresource-consulting.com.

Background
In 2007 the industry was still blighted by a
legacy of project failures and negative
press. It is then perhaps no surprise that of
almost 100 projects that Futuresource
evaluated in depth during the research, 9
failed completely to meet any of the
objectives set and 10 were deemed to be
only partial successes. Add to that the fact
that for a significant proportion it was too
early to judge success, the risk of potential
failure was high. Problems included: a lack
of clear ROI modelling, a lack of advertising
proof points, too much network
fragmentation and not enough scalability,
project complexity, and little understanding
of content requirements. A year on, ROI
modelling remains a point of contention,
advertising and media agencies have
begun to take notice of digital signage,
efforts have been made to provide greater
ease of use and flexibility in the content
storage and distribution software, more
display manufacturers are making available
software with varying degrees of
sophistication for use with their screens, and
the industry is now beginning to see more
‘plug and play’ solutions which in turn have
minimized the need for so many individual
players in a project.

In the meantime they have also developed
the 10+1 Checklist for Success which will
help interested industry stakeholders avoid
and overcome the problems experienced by
many in this market.
1. Engage Top Management but ensure key
checks and balances are in place and
key stakeholders are on board.
2. Encourage
Finance
Department
involvement. They provide a solid basis
of checks and balances
3. Embrace the complex approval process.
This maximises likelihood that the right
questions/issues are addressed
4. Set objectives. Even if they are initially
‘best guesses’
5. Set non-financial as well as financial
objectives. Qualitative improvements
may not always result in ‘immediate’
financials
6. Budget for the cost of measurement.
Build in processes and cost of
measurement – e.g. 80% of customers
more likely to come back, increased

frequency of visits. Focuses attention on
the objectives throughout the project.
7. Build in content experimentation. Build in
capacity for timing / measurement /
staff resources
8. Understand the full roll out cost
implications. Trials with no possibility of
full roll-out are unrealistic. Use the trial to
test the full roll-out business case
9. Commit resources to adding /
developing internal understanding. The
technology is not the key. Using it to
influence customers / employees is.
10. Recognise that advertising rates are
related to value for the advertiser.
Benchmark against other media. Proof
points.
11. Plan in detail and then plan again
…
As mentioned, the above report is a précis
of the Futuresource White Paper.
For the full version visit
www.futuresource-consulting.com

A checklist for success

www.cleverdis.com

© Photo: Scala

Despite this myriad of essentially individual
projects covering supermarkets, high street
multiples, petrol stations, gyms, restaurant
chains and many other locations across 5
countries, Futuresource was able to identify
a number of common factors that tend to
increase the chances of achieving a
successful project or the absence of which
tip the balance the other way.
Out of Home Digital Media SMARTreport July 2008 – January 2009
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Adoption of Digital Media Alongside
Traditional PoP
POPAIdigital Flexes Muscle Proving ROI in Retail Environment
While POPAI is an international trade association for companies involved in P-O-P &
retail communications, representing an industry worth over 1.5 billion Euros per
annum, Digital Signage is taking on increasing importance for the organisation, thanks
to the creation of POPAIdigital. We asked Jason Cremins, Head of POPAIdigital to tell
us a little about how this activity is developing…
new website will include many new
features including a global digital
showcase.

© Photo: Popai

The lack of real metrics in retail digital
signage, apart from simple “footfall” has
been somewhat remedied with the arrival
of
several
companies
proposing
measurement systems - based on tiny
cameras attached to the screens. This
being the case there is still no “industry
standard” for measurement… We
understand POPAI is working towards
developing one.

POPAIdigital aims to be the independent
voice of the digital communications
industry, and has become a pioneering
forum, representing the interests of this
growing media across a wide variety of
sectors. Its broad remit reflects the diverse
nature of today’s digital market –
POPAIdigital members have projects
running in sectors that range from retail and
leisure to financial services, education, the
public sector and out-of-home. The biggest
challenge facing Digital Media within the
retail sector today however is its adoption
alongside traditional forms of POP and
building a compelling business case and
ROI. We are currently working to refocus
the objectives and to develop greater
dialogue with retailers, designers and
traditional POP companies. One of our
main aims will be to strengthen
POPAIdigital’s position as a source for
authoritative guidance and valuable
information about how to embrace the
power of digital media within the retail
environment. It is clear that everyone
requires the same information including
32

/

details on what digital media options are
available, as well as what works and what
doesn't in terms of size of screens and both
passive and interactive applications.
In addition to the technology, we need to
promote greater understanding about how
different applications can be correctly
matched to business objectives - from brand
awareness and product promotion, to
compliance, customer entertainment and
the cherished prize, income generation!

What initiatives are being worked on in this
sense?

Yes… POPAI’s Digital Signage Standards
Committee has expanded its scope and
direction as a result of the April 9
committee call. During the meeting, 50
industry leaders created three new
committees to focus on critically needed
standards for screen media formats, media
player
interoperability
and
server
intercommunications.
The
resulting
standards will provide uniform terminology,
technical criteria and processes to
accelerate industry growth. They are also
aimed at improving interoperability,
delivering measurements and creating new
businesses to deliver digital content that
engages
audiences
in
different
environments.

We will be working closely with members
on several initiatives over the coming 12
months including the production of a series
of POPAIdigital publications covering
subjects such as market segment analysis,
application of digital signage in retail, and
effectiveness and impact. We are also
currently in the final stages of redeveloping
the POPAIdigital website, which we hope
will be ready for the end of August. The
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Tracking World Digital Signage Trends
Frost and Sullivan Report Underlines Snowball Effect
Interview - Aravindh Vanchesan, Program Manager - Retail Systems Unit, North American ICT Practice – Frost and Sullivan

In Frost and Sullivan’s World Digital Signage Report, published in October 2007, a complete
analysis is made of market drivers, restraints and challenges facing the market today. We asked
program manager Aravindh Vanchesan to explain some of the highlights of his report…
With dwindling attention spans and
declining
sensitivity
toward
mass
advertisements, the effectiveness of
traditional mass media as an advertising
medium has been steadily on the wane
over the years. Customers today look for
increased interactivity and personalized
communication channels and recognizing
this, marketers are increasingly directing
their advertising dollars toward mediums
such as the Internet, e-mail, and digital
signage, wherein groups are more easily
targeted. Irrespective of the media
employed, consumers can mentally block
out promotional messages sent through email, television, radio, billboards, and
others when they are not interested in
making a purchase. On the other hand,
when they are in a shopping mall or a cstore, making purchasing decisions, digital
signage helps reach customers at the

opportune moment and is consequently
becoming an integral part of brandbuilding strategies. However, the lack of
established media buying standards and
measurement systems is a significant
restraint for the fledgling digital signage
industry. A further challenge has been the
low level of consumer awareness about the
industry as a whole. Digital signage is a
complex undertaking and the value chain
includes a variety of participants ranging
from display providers to A/V distributors.
Until October 2006, there were
discrepancies even in non-technical
standards such as terminology. For
instance, the phrase “digital signage” is
prevalent in the United States, while
Europeans tend more to address their
systems under the name ‘narrowcast
networks’. Other names used by market
participants include digital media

Displays
Media Players
"Directional Sound"
AV/ System Integrators

HARDWARE

PROJECT DESIGN

What advantages have end-users been
seeing for Digital Signage?
Messages can be delivered in real time to
customers while they are making their
purchasing decisions. Given that more than
75 percent of all purchasing decisions are
made inside store premises, the effectiveness
of advertising at the point of purchase reaps
rich rewards for customers as well as the
advertisers. Digital signage can serve to
enhance brand awareness as well as
provide entertainment on a routine shopping
expedition. Given the dwindling attention
spans and clutter caused by mass media,
marketers are looking to position digital
signage as a medium that delivers relevant
messages to a finely targeted audience, and
has been well received so far by end users
world over. Customers are placing an
unprecedented accent on individualism rather
than groupism - which further fans the cause
for digital signage.

SOFTWARE

What do you foresee for the future of digital
signage?

Business
Consulting
Retail Consulting

Digital Signage Software
Kiosk Software

DIGITAL SIGNAGE
NETWORK OPERATION

CONNECTIVITY

Digital Signage
Network Operators
Media
Conglomerates
"Sneakernet"
Network Operators

Internet
Connectivity
Providers

Creative Shops
AD Agencies
Marketing/
Promotion Agencies
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networks, in-store TV networks, captive
audience networks, and so on.

CONTENT

Frost & Sullivan believes that due to the ease
of deployment, the merchandising model will
drive the growth of the digital signage
industry in the next few years. The market for
utilizing digital signage as a flexible tool for
advertising is gaining momentum worldwide.
There have been several major deployments
that have boosted the case for digital
signage including the networks in Wal-mart,
Tesco and Target. Frost & Sullivan expects
network operators to embark on several pilot
projects that eventually evolve into full-blown
rollouts providing the momentum for
advertising revenues to continue growing.
The success of these projects will help
develop better pricing models and in-store
media measurement standards.
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What Methodology to Use?
APCAD, the French Association for the Advancement of Out of Home Digital Media is the first
professional association of the French digital signage industry and was established in September 2005.
Today, the 42 company members represent all trades this sector. The association plays, particularly
through its committees, a key role in developing the market for digital signage and aims to promote,
explain, develop, standardise, professionalise and support it. APCAD, to this end, has embarked upon
several white papers. Below is an extract of the latest edition.
There is no universal solution for a digital
signage project because each case is
unique. It is true, however, that following
some key steps and asking the right
questions at the right time can help make an
informed choice. Here are the essential
steps for a successful project:

Defining the Nature of the
Communication Problem
A digital signage project is not a
technological gadget; it must be linked to

the organisation's strategic plan. What is
the communication objective? What will
interest my target audience in terms of
content? What is the value-added of this
project? These questions are valuable prior
to the start of any project.

Selecting a Suitable
Technical Infrastructure
A suitable solution is not necessarily that
which is technically the most complex.
“Suitable” means that which best

corresponds to the objectives assigned to
the media but also to the constraints of the
environment - nature and ergonomics of the
site where the screen will be placed,
equipment computers and networks already
available the organisation… You should at
this stage develop a specification that will
identify the typology of target groups,
places and locations and also identify
existing equipment. In return, your service
provider should give you detailed
descriptions of the equipment required.
The idea is then to test the solution through
a pilot-phase, which will allow for
necessary adjustments to be made in terms
of content, equipment and organisation.

Define Operational
Management
The undertaking of the project requires
resources in project management,
implementation, deployment, coordination
of the pilot phase, as well as programming
and management of remote locations. The
interest of this type of communication comes
from the frequency of updates. Therefore,
do not overlook of the allocation of
resources necessary for regular updates.

© Photo: courtesy of Altavia RVB

Reliable Maintenance

www.cleverdis.com

To avoid your worst nightmare – a blank
screen – make sure you have a support
hotline. The latter is necessary to ensure the
continuity of service and peace of mind.
Think also about scalability of equipment
and consider one major change per year
and update software every 6 months.
In summary, the keys to ensuring the success
of your project: have appropriate and
relevant content and reliable and suitable
technical solution!
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Counting the Eyes
Audience Measurement and Impact of OOH Digital Media

From Poor Cousin to Rich
Uncle
This drawback is today being circumvented
by the onset of measuring devices that
allow for very precise sampling, which will
propel OOH Digital Media to a position of
being among the most accurately measured
media.
Several companies, TruMedia,
QuiVidi and Wututu, are now competing
over market share with systems that use
discreet cameras to count the number of
people looking towards screens. These
systems, while varying slightly in
performance, attempt to analyse basic
demographics and are able to give a
metric no-one has ever been able to get
before from another medium: “how much
interest is there really for MY ad?”

basis demographic details.
Advertisers are thus far better able to target
their messages. Not only this, systems such
as that of Tru-Media have become so clever
that the simple fact of having a group of
young males “sensed” as standing in front
of a screen can trigger an ad for shavers or
other male-oriented products, while the
presence of elderly people may trigger an
ad for thermal underwear! Lyle Bunn,
strategy architect at Bunn Co., calls this
“dynamic ad provisioning.”
PoS data can also be cross-checked with
audience reports from the tracking system.
These figures help advertisers get ever
closer to the elusive ROI calculation.

Other Common Research
Methods
• Survey Method: on perception and
satisfaction of people who watched a
screen. What did they see? What have
they chosen?

Interest analysis comes through the fact that
it is now possible to count THE NUMBER
OF SECONDS a single person watches an
ad. In TV and radio audience research, this
is not possible (generally using quarter hour
break-downs), nor is it possible with the
Internet, where the fact someone “clicked”
on a page doesn’t really mean they read
the message. Here, by setting up test sites,
it is now possible to analyse peoples’
viewing habits in intricate detail, including
38
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• Comparative analysis: This compares
two data periods, screen ads and one
without, in order to determine the impact
of advertising.

Key Indicators
• Potential audience: Measures the number
of individuals likely to be exposed to
media.
• Useful Audience: Measures the number
people that have actually seen the
screen.
• Conversion rates: Ratio between total
audience and useful audience.
• OTS (opportunity to see) is calculated on
the basis of each message as the
potential audience reduced to the
exposure time of the message.
• GRP (Gross Rating Points): The
percentage of the target audience
reached by an advertisement (multiplied
by the number of impacts)

© Photo: courtesy of Thomson

Over the past years, OOH Digital Network
operators have been looking at different
ways to track audiences, with ad agencies
continually demanding more detailed
figures than simple “foot fall”, with no proof
of who is LOOKING at the screens and
which ads are actually viewed. Advertisers
are often not interested to run campaigns on
OOH networks because there has been no
way of judging the success of the
campaign. Indeed, advertisers and media
companies have in the past been used to
Nielsen-like metrics provided by TV ads.
Internet advertising refines the numbers even
more by tracking clicks and providing
advertisers with pay-per-click rates. This
precision is what advertisers love, which is
why they have often avoided using OOH
digital networks, despite the fact the
concept is enticing.
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Content Is King

The key to successful content is to know
your audience and place: Who is it?
Where is it? What is it? What is the
duration of exposure to the message? The
content is defined by taking into account
the strategy and corporate culture, the
economic model chosen and marketing
and sales objectives.
In the vast majority of cases, the content
does not merely display information on the
company, its products and / or its
services. Digital Signage can be
displayed in a variety of dynamic formats
(Flash, videos, etc…) thus offering an
extensive means of expression and
"staging" of messages, which will spark
the interest of spectators.
On the other hand, the content must be
correctly formatted, messages should be
short and effective enough to be played
on a screen and stored. This does not
prevent the use of existing databases and
their connection to software distribution. It
www.cleverdis.com

is important to remember that messages
must be adapted, not just copied from TV
ads for example, in the same way that TV
sound can not be used for radio ads.
Digital Signage imposes its own rules of
reading and therefore writing should also
be adapted keeping this in mind. It is also
useful to draw up a multimedia chart, to
define a visual identity and to serve as a
framework for stylish animations and films.
Then, before laying out ideas for the
designer or content provider, it is strongly
recommended that if the content may be
subjected to regulatory or legislative
related business, collective agreements, or
more generally all laws concerning the
broadcasting of information in places
public should be carefully examined.
The presentation needs to create a true
parallel between the target audience and
display areas. This will be affected the
lengths of “loops”, schedules, data

formats, the volume of data, frequency of
updates, shipment delays and the
procedure of moderation and validation of
content. It is necessary, for example, to
indicate the frequency of new information,
if real time is planned -- for the weather,
horoscopes, traffic information, news, if
you are considering broadcasting in real
time. The content can take several formats
and sizes and can be created with various
tools. Data can be flash animations, 3D,
images, graphics – jpeg, gif, bitmap… –
text, sound, videos – at different levels of
resolution, including HD, and according to
various compression protocols.
All these aspects are critical in determining
the choice of technological devices to
optimise the creation, administration and
distribution. Far too often, the users of this
communication tool do not realise they
need a team to take responsibility for the
content, in order that the project stay alive
and that the company can reap the full
benefits of this vector of communication.
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SPECIAL DOSSIER
Softwares, Servers, Players
How Do I Deliver the Message?
The Nitty-Gritty of OOH Digital Networks
Content Creation and
Management

cost of their licence. The ergonomics of the
man/machine interface and its intuitive
character

are

highly

important.

The

"upgradeability" of the software will
guarantee the longevity of a project. It is
thus a question prioritising the necessary
characteristics and functionalities according
to your needs.

Content Creation Tools
Several solutions are available, from
complete tools for creation, in proprietary
format,
right
down
to
restricted
functionalities. The intermediate option,
assistance in creation, may well be
sufficient. In this case, masks - i.e. models
created only once and then reused - make

© Photo: Mirane

Specifically designed software today makes
it possible to create, distribute and manage
content from a remote location anywhere in
the world, thanks to IP technology.
Packages
differ
mainly
in
their
functionalities, ease of use, capacity to be

integrated into existing networks and the

www.cleverdis.com
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SPECIAL DOSSIER: Softwares, Servers & Players

it possible to articulate images with texts
and create messages according to a preset
model.

• to modify certain parts of the content;

Managing Sources

• to establish program grids - just like a
radio or TV station - customised right
down to the last screen.

It may be useful for the software to be able
to handle different video and image
standards, keeping in mind that not all
players are multi-format capable. The
software can also establish the link with
external sources such as TV. It allows for the
simultaneous dissemination of several
sources of information. Certain software
packages propose multi-flow, in opposition
to more traditional mono-flow. In this model,
only one player distributes different content
to different screens - an economy of PC
costs and licences.

Content Management
The software gives the possibility to
intervene, from anywhere - any time:
42
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• to lock the content so that it cannot be
modified;

Managing and Monitoring
Screens and Players
To avoid “dead screens”, it is essential to
employ remote screen management:
• to remotely control the screens, to turn
them on and off in a planned way;
• to supervise, from the position of the
administrator, the content narrowcast at
the various sites
• to check on the physical condition of the
material;

Out of Home Digital Media SMARTreport July 2008 – January 2009

• to automatically alert the administrator or
service provider of any breakdowns;
• to obtain a report on failure rates and
possibly on the reasons for incidents and
resolution times;
• to have a distribution report with statistics
which make it possible to justify
advertising costs and to adjust
campaigns.

Servers and Players
In the early days, content was played from
DVD or individual computers linked to each
screen. Now, thanks to IP addressability,
content is simply sent to display points and
stored either on a central server in the store
or information point, or even on hard disc
drives integrated into the screens in special
expansion slots. Distribution within the final
display location may also be either wired or
wireless depending on your needs.
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Interview with...

BroadSign
International
Brian Dusho
Chief Strategy Officer

Failure or Success?
How “Speaking the Language of Media
Buyers” Makes the Difference
Out of home digital media is growing in
popularity for a number of reasons, but the
advertising-driven model is still the one that
has the most growth potential. We asked
Broadsign International’s Chief Strategy
Officer, Brian Dusho what point of
sophistication the market is at today, and
what makes for a successful ad-based
network…
Recent studies indicate that shopper
marketing and Outdoor media are rivalling
Internet in terms of growth rate. Both are
fuelled by the introduction of digital
technology – digital signage networks in
retail and digital billboards in outdoor. Both
are driven purely by advertising. What’s
remarkable is that advertisers and investors
started pouring money into the digital out-ofhome (DOOH) space last year without even
waiting until proper standards and metrics
are established and adopted.

and digital billboards have a huge
potential. The success of networks like Neo
Advertising, POSTV and Lamar Advertising
is a living example to that effect.
The difference between success and failure
lies in the quality of business models and the
ability to speak the language of marketers
and media buyers. At this point the DOOH
industry is rapidly expanding and a
growing number of advertisers are
stimulating this growth. Wide adoption of
standards and metrics is probably 2-3 years
away. I think we will see DOOH winning a

sizable share of the advertising market
within the next 3-4 years.

One of the biggest hindrances for media
buyers investing heavily in out of home
digital media campaigns has been a lack
of metrics. Broadsign’s new software suite
is designed to get around this… Can you
please tell us how?
BroadSign’s software allows networks to
view the available ad space inventory, and
estimate the number of ad repetitions or
even impressions in a projected campaign.
At the end of the campaign the software
generates the actual audit-ready proof of
play reports that are used to justify the
pricing and measure the effectiveness.
Advertisers are offered affidavits in the
format they are accustomed to while
dealing with traditional media.

What else sets your software apart from
other brands?
The focus on the media sales workflow and
the terminology that is understandable to
advertisers and agencies. Also, we
adopted the Software as a Service model
that helps our client networks reduce IT
overhead and maximize their media
revenue. In addition, those who use our
optional Managed Services package can
further cut their operations workload and
free their hands and minds for their core
business: media.

Why is it happening?

www.cleverdis.com
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I think, first of all, because marketers are
disappointed with TV in its current state, and
secondly, because DOOH offers what
neither TV nor Internet can: the attention of
consumers while they are away from home
and often - in the purchasing mode; and the
proximity to the products advertised on the
screens (in retail). One cannot imagine a
more perfect environment for “moving the
‘merch’”. Rather sooner than later, the
metrics will be developed, but even without
them, it is clear that digital screens in retail
Out of Home Digital Media SMARTreport July 2008 – January 2009
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Interview with...

Scala Broadcast
Multimedia
Oscar Elizaga
Vice President – European Business Unit

Hitting a High Note
Scala Targets 100,000 Licenses
by End 2008
Scala is a company that has been around
for 20 years and were pioneers in many
things that are today considered standard
in digital signage. We asked the VP of
Scala’s EU business unit, Oscar Elizaga, to
explain what sets Scala apart…

© Photo: Scala Broadcast Multimedia

It is certainly one of, if not the only software
company with such a long success story.
For companies that look for software that
note only works but also looks for a
company behind the software that also has
proven to work. We’re one of the largest, if

not the largest software provider. We
estimate our install base at over 70,000
licenses and we calculate that by the end of
the year we will have shipped licence
number 100,000. Our install-base is larger
than many, if not all of our competitors
combined. Scala is a global company; we
have offices in a number of countries. We
have 8 regional offices and subsidiaries,
and we have representation in about 100
countries with 450 plus partners. We’re
100% committed to software and services.
That’s all we do. We’re not in the business

44

of selling hardware and that is one of the
things that has made us distinguishable in
the market and appreciated by our
customers. In terms of technology, in 20
years, we have gone through a lot of
experiments that many of our competitors
are going through now. So we have a solid
technology base and our product line that is
proven and works. I always take the
opportunity to ask our clients “Why did you
choose Scala?” and the consistent answer
is simply that they know it works. It works
out of the box, it works when you install it,
it works because we have partners that
make it work and assist us in developing
this business. We have strong partnerships
with companies like IBM, Hughes Network
Systems and many others… over 450
around the world, that really make this
possible, since software is only one piece
of the puzzle, not the only one.

What are your main vertical markets?
We serve over 15 different vertical markets.
One of the most active at this time is the
financial sector, where they need to display
a consistent message from a corporate
perspective to the clients and their own
employees. One of the features Scala
software offers those institutions is
interactivity. Scala has been a pioneer in
the implementation of interactive digital
signage applications. We have always
believed that digital signage is much more
than just a picture. It is about allowing
anybody in front of that screen, and who is
receiving a call to action, it can be
manifested a form of interaction with the
screen, via touch screens, via integration
with Bluetooth devices, RFID devices,
barcode readers, you name it, we interface
with all of those. The other important aspect
in the banking industry is interface with the
queue systems. People will always have to
be in a queue at the bank so those people
are probably being managed by a queue
management system and there are several
in the market. So we help banks interface
digital signage with the queue system so
that depending where you are in the queue
you get a distinctive message which is
modified by your position in the queue, so
it is key for banks to have this kind of
capability.
Another active vertical market for us is the
digital menu boards. They are used in
restaurants, such as McDonald’s. They are

/
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Another market that gets very little publicity
is the corporate communications market –
Corporate TV. A lot of our commercial
customers have started with internal
implementations, because they wanted to
train the employees or they wanted to
display consistent messages to them. For
those clients, having a system that has a
consistent architecture but just different
content for situations that sometimes during
the day it is customer facing and other parts
of the day is employee-facing is critical,
because they have economies of scale and
they can take much better advantage of
their digital signage system. So corporate
communications continues to be very
strong. As I said the implementations
generally are not that big and they don’t get
much publicity, but they are everywhere.
We continue to be very strong in this
market.

has a couple of different flavours. One is in
doctors’ waiting rooms. An example that
comes to mind is one of our largest
implementations, the Life channel in the UK,
one of our partners and a client at the same
time. Another aspect is in pharmacies. A
pharmacy is a mini-market by any other
name and therefore there is a great
opportunity to promote a number of
products to those who come to buy
medicine and there is a good opportunity
for cross selling and up-selling.
Last but not least, a market that is
increasingly active is the transportation
market. Not only in airports, but particularly
in moving vehicles. We have a number of
implementations of digital advertising and
information systems in buses. The wait times
in buses and trains tends to be long, so this
offers good opportunities to see messages.

What is different about Infochannel 5?
A number of things. One certainly is the
aspect of interactivity. Scala has been
pioneer in this field, not only at the level of
touch screens, but also interfacing with other
devices. InfoChannel 5 is not just a movie
scheduling system; it is a true information
system. It’s like an iceberg. The unseen part
is what makes InfoChannel 5 fundamentally
different from anything else on the market.
Another aspect is the ability to integrate with
databases. You can integrate digital
signage with POS systems, with SAP, with
Oracle and with CRM systems… So you
make sure your content is what you want it
to be as long but you can be sure it relates
to the public. Scalability is another very
important aspect, as InfoChannel 5 can be
used on anything from a small pilot
programme to a 3,500 screen system such
as that rolling out at the moment for Audi.

© Photo: Scala Broadcast Multimedia

also used in entertainment venues and
theatres. We also have a number of
implementations in sporting venues
throughout the world. The menu board as
a static element doesn’t give you much
flexibility, but if you make it dynamic you
have a better option of informing the public
as they are waiting in line and also to do
some cross selling and up-selling of options
available at that particular venue.

Another area where we have a lot of
activity is in the healthcare area and that
www.cleverdis.com
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Interview with...

Adtraxion Systems
Dick Tuinebreijer
CEO
d.tuinebreijer@adtraxion.com

A Focus on Pairing
Hardware and Software
Key to Adtraxion’s Success
Can you give us some background on the
Adtraxion Systems organisation?

You're talking about the Adtraxion Solution,
can you tell us a bit more?

Actually we have quite an interesting history.
Adtraxion Systems as we know it now was
founded only in 2006, however our product,
the Adtraxion Digital Signage Solution, was
already on the market since 2003. The concept
was developed and successfully marketed by
Philips Electronics. However, product portfolio
management and a focus on core products
(displays) resulted in a disinvestment and we've
decided to take over the Adtraxion solution
activities as well as the core development and
marketing staff. Our organization now has a full
focus on these activities and, I must say, it paid
off. Geographically, we have more than 500
projects running in over 25 countries. Of course,
we cannot do this all by ourselves. Key in our
go-to-market approach is our certified resellers in
various local markets, who we support both
technically and commercially.

Yes, we prefer to talk about a solution instead
of products. With Adtraxion we can offer our
customers a total solution for their Digital
Signage needs. So not only a central
software package for scheduling and
distribution, but also the hardware with
embedded software for play-out. Both the
software and hardware are developed inhouse. We're rather unique in this approach
where we see a main benefit in optimizing
and matching both the hardware and the
software.
New
developments
are
simultaneously implemented in hard and
software to work flawlessly. Our system is fully
scalable to the customers’ needs and is
display independent. From a single display to
thousands in a network or from a 5" LCD to a
huge stadium Videowall. The scheduling and
distribution software, which we call Adtraxion

Manager, is a powerful but easy to use
package. Intuitive operation and user friendly
GUIs make the software accessible for
everyone. The hardware, what we call the
Adtraxion Player, is designed for professional
purposes and for 24/7 operation.

Many people think retail if they think about
Digital Signage.
True, Digital Signage is often directly linked to
retail and it might have its roots there. The
Adtraxion solution can also be found in many
different retail outlets but not exclusively. In fact
we have more systems installed in non-retail
then in retail. We believe our offering is open
to many different vertical markets like public
areas, banking, corporate, hospitality,
manufacturing plants, airports, educational,
medical and more. Actually through our
Spanish partner we will also equip Expo
2008 in Zaragoza.

How do you see the market developing?
Well, it's always difficult to look into the future
but with display prices dropping, investments
in Digital Signage are becoming more
affordable to many more customers. It's our
belief that the market will grow rapidly. We
see High Definition slowly entering in the
broadcast market and will in due time also
enter the Digital Signage domain. Many of
today's LCD screens are already HD
prepared and when HD content creation
becomes more affordable we will also see it
more in Digital Signage applications. We are
also very excited about the developments of
3D. In our research laboratories we have
already done some promising experiments
and it really adds another dimension.

References
With more then 500 projects installed many customers worldwide have entrusted
their Digital Signage needs to Adraxion Systems, amongst them are:
Ikea, NXP, Fortis, Credit Mutuel, Grando Keukens, Coca Cola, Arcelor Mittal,
Elektroskandia, Heineken, Boston Scientific, Philips, Tarkett, Scandic Hotel, Schiphol
Airport, Roadchef, Park Theater Eindhoven, SCS Furniture, Volvo Trucks, Tenerife
Congress Palace and many more

Contact
Adtraxion Systems B.V.
Koperstraat 4
4823 AG Breda
The Netherlands

www.adtraxion.com
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Interview with...
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Focus On Emotions
Ignacio Lamarca
CEO
ilamarca@focusonemotions.com

Focus On Emotions has been awarded for
its innovation by different international
public and media bodies this year, could
you please tell us about these awards and
why you think your company has received
them.
I think the company has been always tried
to be at the edge of innovation, creating
new environments for proximity marketing at
public spaces. Our focus is to deliver
valuable, practical and useful solutions to
our clients, partnering them in reaching their
goals, and tracking the outcomes and
confirming its real value.

Our efforts have been now recognised by
our industry as well as by public bodies,
and the awards only confirm that the
approach for delivering best quality was the
right one since we started some years ago.

Tell us about your 4 main solutions and
services
We partner our clients in delivering full
services (consultancy technology, contents,
and maintenance support) to reach
multichannel communication and interaction
with clients at point of sale. This means TV
Channels, Interactive kiosks and self service
terminals, Bluetooth based mobile

interaction, and
measurement.

metrics

tools

for

What value do you bring to your different
sectors?
We have been pioneers in delivering new
communication solutions in retail (with
extensive deployments of micro-tailored
digital signage at point of sale) which
proved to be cost/effective. We have built
new multimedia solutions to communicate at
large trade fairs and convention centers. We
have created as well micro-targeted
communication for citizens at government
attention offices, and self service solutions to
interact and process complex transactions in
a simple and fast way

Can you tell us about your international
cases?
Most of our clients are international. When
you work for companies like Nissan, Endesa
or Carrefour, it is quite obvious that a good
solution or service can be applied to other
national markets. We partner and follow up
our clients in their deployments in new
countries. Our office in Paris is covering our
operations in Central Europe and we
recently opened an office in UK, since as a
digital signage company we need to be
there.

© Photo: Focus on Emotions

What are your upcoming projects?

www.cleverdis.com

We want to consolidate our leadership in
retail and franchised stores. We have been
developing innovative solutions which will
be probably used as outdoor advertising by
ad companies. We are as well focused in
consolidating this approach for microtailored marketing and interaction at point of
sale. We have in hand an exciting project
for proximity marketing at elevators. And
finally, we are deploying real innovative
solutions for government facilities.
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Interview with...

Roku Inc.

How can people be “creative” using
Brightsign?

Pierre Gillet

Vice President of International Sales
pgillet@roku.com

Look, No PC!
Plug-and-Play Networked Digital Signage
Solutions via Solid State Media Player…
Say Bye-Bye to your PC!
This year, the US-based manufacturer Roku launched its
“BrightSign” plug-and-play networked digital signage solution,
targeted at mid-range digital signage deployments. We asked Pierre
Gillet to explain how this new integrated system works…
This year, the US-based manufacturer Roku
launched its “BrightSign” plug-and-play
networked digital signage solution,
targeted at mid-range digital signage
deployments. We asked Pierre Gillet to
explain how this new integrated system
works…
By combining our innovative solid-state
media players, industry standard web
technologies, and Roku’s BrightSign
Network Manager into a single integrated
solution, BrightSign delivers unmatched
reliability
and
robustness
without
complicated PCs. From a central secure
web server, content is networked to remote
locations, thus maximising digital signage
performance.

updates to specific sets of installed
BrightSign units. In addition, the usage
tracking data from a networked interactive
kiosk can be uploaded to a central
database for analysis.

using an Internet connection. In networked
mode BrightSign supports remote updates
as well as two-way communication. By
connecting BrightSign units to a network,
targeted content such as media files, playlists and software updates can be delivered
to installed units quickly and cost effectively
without ever leaving the office.

Can different networking groups be setup?
Yes. BrightSign supports the creation of
multiple networking groups to deliver

By using on-screen display zones, which
divide the display into “windows”. Each
zone can be individually scheduled to play
back particular content such as video, still
images, clocks, and ticker widgets. This
makes for a much more dynamic solution.
Another really interesting solution comes
through the use of captors at PoS displays.
For example, if you have a mobile phone
display and have a dozen models on the
shelves, when someone picks up a
telephone it sets-off the video that
corresponds to that very model! With just
one of our players, you can manage all the
interactivity. The players are small, so that
makes it easy for them to be integrated in
this kind of situation.

Is the software complicated or expensive?
Neither. Our networking software leverages
standard, open web-based technologies
where possible, to provide lower cost
deployment and operation. Content is
hosted on a central web server and
delivered using SSL and HTTP. The Roku
provided software runs on the lightweight
non-PC players and along side the web
server to schedule deliveries and provide a
web services UI. BrightScript files, play-lists,
state files or software can be scheduled to
update at recurring intervals or on an “as
needed” basis. The central web server itself
can be hosted by the customer, or by Roku
as an optional service.
Roku Inc.
© Photo:

Tell us more about the HD2000 Player…
The BrightSign HD2000 is a high-definition
solid-state media player, designed to drive
high-impact digital signs and kiosk displays
in both stand-alone and networked
environments. While individual BrightSign
solutions require manual content updates
via removable flash memory, networked
BrightSign units support remote updates
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Towards Getting Video Right Over Networks

© Photo: Cleverdis – Thomas Wyatt and Richard Barnes

US Giant Cisco Systems goes a Step Further
with Rich Digital Media Solution
With a new set of possibilities for
digital communications in mind,
Cisco Systems Digital Media
Systems Emerging Technology
Group has, over the past 18
months, been developing what
they term their “fully integrated
Digital Media System” for
business customers. Given the
importance of this initiative, and
given the importance of the
possible effects of Cisco’s
implication in this market,
Cleverdis Editor in Chief Richard
Barnes made a visit to Cisco HQ
in San Jose, California in order
to meet with key members of
their Digital Media Systems
Business Unit. In a tour of the
new
“demo
room”,
demonstrations were made of
the capabilities of Cisco’s new
Digital Media Player (hardware)
as well as their Digital Media Manager software. He asked Thomas Wyatt, General Manager of the
Digital Media Systems Business Unit to explain what the Digital Media System solution does and how
it works...
“The Cisco Digital Media System is a
comprehensive solution that integrates the
creation, management, delivery, and
access of rich digital media for relevant,
direct communications anywhere, anytime
— fully integrated with our network
technologies. Products span the entire value
chain, including two software encoders for
media creation, a Web-based media
manager that can manage the encoders
and media assets, schedule delivery, and
create playlists, a Web-based video portal
which enables users to watch live and ondemand video, create customized playlists,
and search for videos, and a media player
that handles display of high-definition live
and on-demand content across digital
signs. Our approach has been to provide
an integrated suite of solutions that include
digital signage as well as desktop video, to
give customers the additional ability to
www.cleverdis.com

broadcast video out to a web browser on a
PC for executive communications or
training, for example. The Digital Media
System is one common platform in the form
of the mini data center, but running multiple
software applications on top so that we can
offer customers digital signage, desktop
video, interactive signage and a variety of
other applications down the road that will
help round out the portfolio for them, so they
can just pick one solution versus trying to put
a few together.”
In June 2008, Cisco went one step further,
announcing technology advancements for
the Cisco Digital Media System (DMS). As
part of its suite of digital media products
and services, they unveiled an interactive
application, called Enterprise TV, and a
number of advancements including a new
Digital Media Player and increased

functionality for the company's existing
digital signage and desktop video
applications.
Announcing the new advancements, Mr
Wyatt said, "As businesses rapidly expand
the use of video in key business processes,
they are looking to simplify its management,
consolidate the deployment of video
applications, increase sales and reduce
operating costs. With the innovative
advancements we're introducing today, the
Cisco Digital Media System is the first
solution in the industry to deliver a
comprehensive suite of digital signage,
Enterprise TV and desktop video
applications, all managed from a single
platform for the creation, management and
access of compelling digital media over the
network."
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PC and Tuner
Expansion Slot Solutions
Making AV Installation Easier
One of the biggest issues with digital
signage has always been “how can we
install a PC in with the screen in a secure
and compact manner so that the display
works as it should, while avoiding problems
of bulk and potential theft when a PC is
installed in the vicinity of the screen”. For
some years now, manufacturers of
professional displays have been offering
“expansion slots” enabling the screen to do
a lot more than a standard TV.

Product Manager Daniel Nugroho, and
several other top members of the team. We
learned that with the inclusion of a tuner card,
your display will not only play TV channels
when needed, but it is also a fully blown PC!
With a Pentium 1.0 or 1.1 GHz processor,
the system supports both landscape and
portrait display mode. Using only 20 watts
power, one of the other advantages of the
system is that it automatically shuts down
when the display is turned off.

To start with, professional displays do not
generally contain a TV tuner. If you want to
play TV, you have to either run in through an
IPTV system, or add an external tuner. If you
do this, then to add the PC component (that
runs the digital signage content) can be a
problem.

© Photos: Eins

We recently discovered an excellent
solution while at the Panasonic booth at the
ISE trade show in Amsterdam. Eins
Technology Pte. Ltd. (www.einstech.com),
based in Singapore, has developed the
Eins “Slot PC” that fits into the expansion slot
of Panasonic’s professional Plasma and LCD
displays.
Cleverdis travelled to Singapore earlier this
year to visit the R&D office of Eins, where we
met with Managing Director Robby Asianto,

www.cleverdis.com
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FPD End-to-End Commercial Displays
Now Taking a Foothold for Digital Signage
As is typical for new and emerging markets,
often time solutions for these markets are
derivatives of more established markets. This
tends to be the case until this new market
can move out of the “emerging” status and
into an established market in-and-of itself.
Such seems to be the case with Flat Panel
Displays (FPDs) for Digital Signage in that
even those outside of the industry are starting
to recognize concepts such as “Commercial
Grade”, “Public Displays” and “Digital

Information Displays”.Indeed while many
Commercial installations of FPDs (either LCD
or Plasma based) have been piloted with
“Consumer Grade” FPD TVs (their closest
cousins) integrators, installers and end-users
alike are now beginning to recognize more
and more that products made for typical
consumer environments just don’t hold up in
non-consumer applications. Of course since
“every professional is a consumer on the
weekend”, comparisons between what IT

Attribute
Special Connectors

Bezel
Mounting
Integrated Speakers
Tuner

FHD 1080p
Industrial Design

While the concept Commercial Grade FPDs
for Public Display / Digital Signage
environments is not a new one, more and
more attention is being paid not only to the
finished good product, but also to the panel
inside the finished good product as well. This
is becoming more and more the case each
day as Samsung, Sharp, AUO and others all

Attribute
Backlight Units (BLU)

and AV buyers and installers see on the FPDTV wall at brick-and-mortar retailers (and
have indeed purchased for themselves)
continue to be made, but as the market
matures, more and more are starting to
recognize that not only are their differences
between Commercial Grade and Consumer
Grade products, but that the use of
Consumer-Grade product just doesn’t make
sense in the long run. Here are some typical
feature sets of Commercial Grade FPDs:

Feature
Option Slots – Modular
2-way protocol communication
RS232C
RJ45 connector
Thin Bezel Preference
Portrait Capable
Optional
Directional
Typically mistaken to be a requirement
Usually included because of low price point of FPD TVs and often
never used in Industrial setting
Typically not needed
Requires More Bandwidth, Bigger HDD, More memory
Ruggedized
Protective Glass
Warranty - 3 Years
24 Hours x 7 x 356
have large-format (42”+) LCD panels which
are specifically designed for Public Display /
Digital Signage environments. Each of these
companies now has either in production on
their roadmaps, specially designed LCD
panels which help to even further differential
“Commercial Grade” from “Consumer
Grade”. These panels include such options as

high brightness, alternate BLU substructures,
enhanced polarizers, etc all taking into
consideration that in order to be considered
“Commercial Grade” the product must not
only have the external feature set to allow for
easy integration, but must also have the
internal design to allow for a complete end-toend Commercial Grade product.

Feature
Long life Backlights; Field Replaceable Backlights
High Brightness for Ambient Lighting Conditions
Realigned to allow for Portrait mode

Polarizers
Frame
Warranty

Enhanced to prevent "Hot Spots" or Sagging
Thin frame to allow for thin finished good bezel
Long MTBF due to 24x7 usage
Long life Backlights; Field Replaceable Backlights
High Brightness for Ambient Lighting Conditions
Realigned to allow for Portrait mode

www.cleverdis.com
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Competing with the Sun
Bright Ideas by Display Companies
to Get Around Glare Problems
Reducing the heat level is critical for high
brightness.
Sony has designed public display LCDs that
have heat sinks so that no cooling fans are
needed. The airflow around the heat sinks
is designed so that no ventilation is needed,
reducing the dust that can get into the
display.

© Photo: courtesy of Omnivex

Conrac of Germany, a specialist maker of
displays, particularly for airports, has
developed monitors that have a separate
glass sheet in front of the main LCD. This
makes the display stronger. Air in the gap
between the LCD and the glass takes heat
away from the LCD.
All electronic displays used in locations
where lighting conditions are not controlled
have a difficult job. This is especially true
when the display is in high brightness
locations such as airports or in outdoor
applications in sunlight. The human eye can
cope with a huge range of brightness and
making a display that looks good and is
legible in all conditions, but competing with
sunlight is a real challenge.

There are two approaches. Legibility
depends on contrast as well as brightness
and one approach is to try to minimise the
effect of high ambient lighting that could
otherwise cause the background of the
display to be too light, reducing contrast.
This is a hard for PDPs which use phosphors
that are reflective. The reflected light makes
black lighter so PDP can only be used in out
of home displays that are in controlled
lighting conditions.

New from Samsung is a 46” LCD with a
brightness of 1500cd/m2 – three times the
brightness of a typical TV or public display
panel and the first large high brightness
panel from a major LCD maker. The new
panel will lead to wider use of LCDs in high
brightness conditions.

LCDs fare better in this application as they
absorb most light and use colour filters that
reduce the reflected light so blacks look
black even in bright conditions.

54

However, LCDs are inefficient, with only as
little as 5% of the brightness from the
backlight actually being emitted as the final
image. Unfortunately, backlights with high
brightness also produce a lot of heat, which
can affect the operation of the display.
/
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The second approach is to try to compete
with high ambient light by boosting
brightness. PDP has a very limited ability to
boost brightness. However, in LCDs,
although the liquid crystal layer creates the
image, the light that the display emits is
created by a backlight unit. Boosting the
brightness of the backlight increases the
image brightness.
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Digital Outdoor Displays
Bright Ideas for Getting Public Attention
Anyone who has been to Las Vegas will have been “wowed” by the breath-taking displays all
along Las Vegas Boulevard – the famous “strip”. These signs are all based on LED (Light Emitting
Diode) technology, which is still today by far the brightest for this kind of use. With pixels (each
individual red, green or blue ‘dot’) now down to the size of a match-head, the definition of these
screens, when seen from a distance, can be “Full HD”, allowing for spectacular effects. Added to
this the fact that panels can be custom built (such as the “TI” of the Treasure Island Hotel) and the
possibilities are endless. From around 70,000 Euros, you should be able to procure a screen for a
sports arena, a hotel complex, or simply for roadside advertising where allowed.

How Does LED Work?
If Light Emitting Diodes look like tiny light
bulbs, they are in fact very different. While
light bulbs burn out, LEDs last for several
years virtually maintenance-free and the
modular design of LED panels allows for
quick installation in most cases. With dust,
rain, salt, heat and frigid winds attacking
the display, however, be sure to seek a solid
sealed case installation in order to protect
your investment, as the electronics behind
the LED will often be the weakest link in the
chain.

The use of video on outdoor screens is still
very novel in most cases, and often creates
a crowd-stopping effect, especially when
spectacular images, such as dance acts,
fire-breathers, etc are used. Hotel owners
for example may want to attract new
customers… and if they have a gorgeous
pool setting out of view of passers-by, why
not use the LED screen as a selling point as
people drive by on a hot day? At meal
times, mouth-watering video of their
gourmet restaurant may also be a good
crowd-catcher.

LCD Now Bright Enough
for Outdoor Use
As mentioned in the Meko article on LCD, it
is now possible to find LCD panels that are
bright enough to be used outdoors. To this
end, Samsung Electronics and Outdoor
Promotions LLC, have announced that they
are collaborating on an outdoor digital ad
network to line the Las Vegas Strip. Offering
a resolution of 1920 x 1080 pixels, the
new 1080p, 70-inch digital signs are
being customised to make them the brightest
ever designed. While standard digital
signage brightness is 600 nits and high
bright 1500 nits, the new curb-side
billboard signage will have a brightness
level of approximately 2000 nits.

© Photos:

Look for “All Digital” connectivity… In other
words, don’t buy a system using old
analogue VGA processing or VGA

converter systems. DVI connectivity should
ensure pure image transmissions without
analogue loss, and very large file display
processing.

www.cleverdis.com
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PART FOUR
Directory to Key Players

The different roles in Out
of Home Digital Media
An Out of Home Digital Media solution will most
usually bring in to play anything up to ten or so
different participants representing a wide range
of skill sets. In order that you are able to find the
ideal partner for the planning and realisation of
your project, you will find here below the
definition of the principal roles involved:
• Consultant Agencies: Communication or
marketing agencies specialised in advising on
the deployment and installation of the
narrowcast apparatus, as well as the internal
communications needed
• Consultants: Out of Home Digital Media
specialists in marketing and communication
research with emphasis on point of sale
installation.
• Content Creators: graphic designers
specialised in the production of content
specifically for Out of Home Digital Media.
• Content Suppliers: companies who supply
regularly updated content both online and
offline including weather bulletins, traffic
updates, financial information etc.
• Constructors: makers of screens, servers,
players and other accessories.
• Distributors: companies that take care of the
importing and distribution of Out of Home
Digital Media hardware and software.
• Software Developers: developers and
publishers of software solutions for Out of
Home Digital Media systems, data transfer and
control of systems such as allowing multimedia
players to work autonomously or be
programmed remotely.
• Storage Houses: companies specialised in the
storage of servers and data.
• Integrators: specialists in the optimisation of
hardware and software packages as well as
the set up of systems.
• Installers: screen deployment and system
maintenance specialists.
• Advertising Brokers : companies who look after
the commercialisation and maximisation of the
financial potential of a given network.
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BroadSign
International

KEY FIGURES
Legal form: Corporation
Year of creation: 2004
Headquarters: Minnetonka, MN
Number of staff / offices Europe: 1/1
Number of offices Worldwide: 4

DIGITAL SIGNAGE SOFTWARE MANUFACTURER

CONTACTS

Corporate Headquarters
4400 Baker Road
Minnetonka, MN 55343
USA

Brian DUSHO
Chief Strategy Officer
brian.dusho@broadsign.com
Brian Dusho is responsible for strategy and all business development
activities. Brian created a global sales organization, which resulted in
a strong client base growth.
Eugene CUYLER
Sales Director EMEA BroadSign, Europe / Middle East / Africa(EMEA)
eugene.cuyler@broadsign.com
Eugene has 20+ years of sales, marketing, media and advertising
experience. He was involved in major digital signage projects ranging
from Dubai Airport to CBS/London underground.

COMPANY PROFILE
BroadSign International is a leading provider of Software as a Service (SaaS) solutions for
managing digital out-of-home networks. BroadSign combines extensive expertise in digital
signage software, media, advertising, and information technology and is a member of the Outof-home Video Advertising Bureau (OVAB), OAAA, POPAI, Digital Signage Association and The
Screen Association. Over 140 DOOH networks use BroadSign’s SaaS in 25 countries.

KNOW HOW & MAIN PRODUCTS
The BroadSign Suite is a Software as a Service (SaaS) solution for operating digital signage
networks. The application resolves the challenges facing modern digital out-of-home networks by
enabling operators to target out-of-home audiences, view avails, sell airtime; reliably play back
scheduled content and account for campaign performance. The application can be scaled to a
virtually unlimited number of screens. The Suite consists of the BroadSign Server cluster, BroadSign
Administrator and BroadSign Player, and an optional BroadSign Edge Server for bandwidth
management.
BroadSign’s Software as a Service – the lowest cost of ownership in the industry.
In addition to the state-of-the-art application, BroadSign offers the most cost-effective model of
software acquisition. Clients of BroadSign SaaS pay a low monthly fee per BroadSign Player
license, which includes essential support and maintenance services. Using the SaaS model allows
digital signage networks to cut the upfront investment burden and significantly lower recurring costs
of operations. No additional IT infrastructure is required. With BroadSign Suite network operators
can focus on the core business: making money on their media space.

Canada Office
(Development & Support)
1080 Côte du Beaver
Hall, Suite 1200
Montreal,
Quebec H2Z 1S8
Canada

(International) Tel.: +1 (877) 399-1184
Fax: +1 (514) 399-1187

welcome@broadsign.com
www.broadsign.com
REFERENCES
"We looked at many solutions and chose the
BroadSign Suite as a platform... The playlist
creation process is automated and flexible. We
can easily adjust the loop length and ad slots to
the customers' dwell time, track the results and
make quick modifications when needed." Gary
Quasebarth, Vice President of Operations,
Digital Promo Network, USA.
"The release of 6.0 continues BroadSign's
market leading technology position by
delivering the most powerful, reliable and cost
effective digital signage platform. This new
version not only adds critical new features such
as improved remote management, but the user
interface has made managing our complex
networks much simpler." Christian Vaglio-Giors,
Managing Director of Neo Advertising
"The BroadSign Suite has dramatically changed
our business. Scheduling is now a breeze and
proof of play is no longer a guess. The system
gives us confidence that we are delivering all
that our advertisers are asking for." Yezen
Hamad, co-founder of Digital Ad (USA).

© photos: BroadSign International

Managed Services – your hands-free digital signage operations.
BroadSign has gone even further in taking the non-core operational workload off the network
operators’ shoulders. We are now offering an optional Managed Services package that will allow
you to reduce the precious time to market and avoid extra costs by outsourcing the logistics of
network management to the top professionals in the industry. BroadSign’s Managed Services staff
will deploy your BroadSign Player software, design configure your network to fit your business
model, make sure your screens are always on and showing the right content, and execute
campaigns of any complexity according to your insertion orders.

www.cleverdis.com
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Cayin Technology
Co., Ltd.

KEY FIGURES
Legal form: Ltd.
Year of creation: 2004
Headquarters: Taipei City, Taiwan

MANUFACTURER
PLAYERS & SERVERS
8F, No. 577, Linsen N. Rd.
Taipei City 104, Taiwan, R.O.C.

Active in more than 50 countries worldwide

CONTACT

Tel.: +886 2 2595 1005
Fax: +886 2 2595 1050

Ravel CHI
Vice President
sales@cayintech.com

www.cayintech.com

REFERENCES
FamilyMart, Taiwan: FamilyMart, a leading
convenience store chain originally from Japan,
rolled out a nation-wide in-store TV network
counting 1500 sites and 3000 players. In addition
to the digital signage system, Cayin also provides
server hosting, content update, management of
playlists, live system monitoring, and complete
reporting of the system and playback details.

Responsible for the International Sales Division and the launch of CAYIN’s
products to the worldwide market; co-founder of CAYIN, specialised in
supply chain, international sales and logistics, and the development of
various sales channels.

COMPANY PROFILE
Cayin Technology Co., Ltd. offers a complete portfolio of appliance-based digital signage
solutions, including media players, servers, and software, for various commercial applications.
Cayin is dedicated to being a reliable partner to its clients worldwide, and has successfully set
up various application references globally. In order to best facilitate the deployment of Cayin
products, the Company also provides tailored services to satisfy the ascending market demand
for almost limitless applications.

KNOW HOW & MAIN PRODUCTS

AIG member, Nan Shan Life Insurance Co., Ltd.,
Taiwan: To enhance corporate internal
communication, Nan Shan installed Cayin SMPWEB3 and CMS-Performance in 50 selected
service centres nationwide. The headquarters can
transmit the united information to service centres
immediately. Each service centre can also display
individual messages.

Digital Signage Media Player: SMP series
• SMP-PRO series: zone-type player, for applications that require showing video, graphics,
tickers, or time/date.
• SMP-WEB series: web-based player, for applications that require presenting advanced
multimedia content or interactive applications in various formats: HTML, JPEG, JavaScript,
Flash, etc.

The National Museum in Cracow, Poland:
Veracomp and ABEMA Systemy Prezentacyjne
installed a Cayin digital signage system in the
museum for the exhibitions. They use Cayin SMP
players, LCD displays, projectors and optical
mirrors to enhance a rich permanent presentation
of the artist’s visual works.

CMS is a powerful and reliable server to perform media player management, access control,
content update, central scheduling, and real time broadcast over IP networks.

M/S Tallink Star, Finland: This ferry of the Tallink
fleet has been equipped by Electrosonic Lightinen,
Cayin’s partner in Finland, with 30 units of the
Cayin SMP-PRO series digital signage media
player, SMP-PRO2, to promote food court services
and advertise to passengers.

• AVM (UK) • imaginArt (Spain) • Kennell Digital Distribution (Italy) • Protechnica (Bulgaria) •
rMedia (Australia) • Synergy (Canada) • Veracomp (Poland)

College of Technology, Ibri, Oman: The school
installed Cayin SMP-PRO players by Mustafa
Sultan Security & Communication Systems to
broadcast school information or educational
videoconferences to students.

Content Management Server: CMS series

Management Software: Super Reporter, Super Monitor
Application Software: xPost series, including meetingPost, lobbyPost and wayfinderPost

PARTNERS

For Cayin’s partners, the company not only sells products, but also helps in various aspects
including support through sales and marketing materials, training in both technology and
business, and in-depth advice on questions concerning a specific project. Right now the
company is looking for business partners who are interested in introducing its products into
different European markets.

© photos: Cayin Technology Co., Ltd.

Tallink Hotel, Estonia: Telegrupp set up a
conference centre information display system with
Cayin’s SMP-WEBPLUS and a web server in Tallink
Hotel. All screens are in portrait mode and display
agenda of each event and general information
about current day events.
PickADeli food chain, Finland: Profectus installed
Cayin’s solution as an e-menu board in branches of
PickADeli, an international food chain in
Scandinavia.
60
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KEY FIGURES
Legal form: Private company, backed by VC investors:
Carmel Ventures (Israel) and Opus Capital(US)
Year of creation: 2002
Headquarters : C-nario Ltd., Tel Aviv, Israel
Number of staff: 50 employees
Offices in Europe: C-nario Europe – Paris, France;
C-nario UK sales office – Herts; more than 30
authorized distributors in Europe
Additional C-nario Offices: C-nario US – New York,
C-nario Asia Pacific – Singapore

C-nario Ltd
GLOBAL PROVIDER OF SOFTWARE-BASED
DIGITAL SIGNAGE PRODUCTS AND SOLUTIONS
15 Hagra St
66024 Tel-Aviv
Israel

CONTACTS

Tel./Fax: +972-73-2340440

www.c-nario.com

Rami BAHAR
VP Sales and Strategy Planning
rami@c-nario.com
A pioneer and expert in digital signage networks from the
industry's early days, Rami leads C-nario's global sales activities.
He possesses a deep understanding of customers' needs and the
required building blocks of successful digital signage deployments.
Yael ELSTEIN
VP Marketing
yael.elstein@c-nario.com

REFERENCES

A highly experienced marketing expert, Yael leads C-nario’s
marketing efforts. Prior to joining C-nario, Yael served as VP
Global Marketing of Ness Technologies, a global provider of IT
services and solutions. Previously, she held senior positions at
Edusoft, a provider of multimedia content and learning solutions.
Saadia ESSOUDRY
EMEA Sales Director
saadia.essoudry@c-nario.com
Essoudry has more than 20 years of experience in top executive positions
in high-tech companies. Prior to joining C-nario, Essoudry served as a
consultant at Microsoft Europe. Previously, he was managing director of
Whale Communications’ office in France. Before Whale Communications,
Essoudry served as president and managing director of Sapiens France.

COMPANY PROFILE
C-nario is a world-class provider of end-to-end software-based digital signage solutions
across all industries, including the advertising, corporate, retail, transportation, finance,
public, media and entertainment sectors. C-nario’s cutting edge technology enables
unparalleled playback and management capabilities of complex better-than-broadcast
quality video displays in an extensive range of high traffic environments. To date, the
company has deployed in 40 countries through its global partners and international valueadded resellers.

KNOW HOW & MAIN PRODUCTS

© photos: C-nario

C-nario’s software solutions provide the digital signage industry with the most advanced and
comprehensive technology, as well as the best playback/visual performance and content
creation tools. C-nario offers the following end-to-end software suites:
C-nario Messenger - A complete digital signage display, distribution and management
platform for informational, educational and commercial messaging in better than broadcast
quality playback.
C-nario Advertiser - A complete revenue generating, distribution, and ad management
system based on a sales driven approach. C-nario Advertiser maximizes ROI through
networked ads displayed in highly targeted locations, including Point
of Sales (POS).
C-nario Entertainer - A platform for fully managing and operating
complex high-quality video-based shows that enrich the visitor’s
experience in out-of-home venues.
C-nario Cube - The only system to integrate digital signage software
with live video broadcasting based on a new multi-display projection
technology, providing an industry-first viewer experience.

C-nario systems are driving thousands of screens in
40 countries, selected by top tier customers.
Following are a few examples:
Club Med (France) – Club Med selected C-nario as
software provider for three-screen displays at its 46
agencies throughout France, generating more
traffic in the agencies by attracting passers-by.
Bank Hapoalim (Israel) – One of the largest Digital
signage installations known in retail banks
worldwide, with over 1000 channels and multiple
operation centres.
Israel Train Stations – A nation-wide deployment of
digital signage using C-nario RD-ware wireless set
top boxes.
JFK Airport, Terminal 9 – Art Tunnel by JCDecaux.
Forty 70" true HD screens were synchronized to
create a high impact “video tunnel” experience,
promoting advertisements by Microsoft.
Manpower France Offices – Over 180 Manpower
offices present an interactive digital media platform
in their shop windows, allowing for the
presentation of promotional content combined with
recruitment-related messages.
McDonald’s Singapore – A high-quality
digitalsignage network across 127 McDonald’s
Singapore restaurants enhancing restaurant
ambiance, increasing brand awareness and
promoting community among customers.
O2 Arena, London UK – One of Europe’s hottest
and largest entertainment centres. It hosts one the
world's largest LED installation (over 1,800 SQM),
and hundreds of displays in any shape and
resolution. C-nario won the DIGI Award for
Excellence in Entertainment Technology for the
application at the O2 Arena.

PARTNERS
APIA Solutions • Diversified Media Group (DMG) • Electrosonic
• JCDecaux • Philips Vidiwall • PlayNetwork • Mitsubishi Electric
www.cleverdis.com
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Focus On
Emotions

KEY FIGURES

PROXIMITY MARKETING SERVICES – TV CHANNEL
DESIGN, MANAGEMENT AND OPERATION
Barcelona
Rambla Catalunya 118, 3º2ª
08008- Barcelona - España

Capital: 1 M € Legal form: Limited
Company
Year of creation: 2004
Headquarters: Barcelona
Number of staff / offices Europe: 45/4
Number of offices Worldwide: 4
Turnover: 3.7 M €

CONTACTS

Tel.: +34 93 368 99 85
Fax: +34 93 415 39 79
Ignacio LAMARCA
CEO
ilamarca@focusonemotions.com

barcelona@focusonemotions.com

www.focusonemotions.com

REFERENCES
Orange
TV channel that enables each franchise to set
their own pricing and promotions at point of
sale.
Nissan Motors
TV channel integrated into queueing area
alongside maintenance and management of
system at dealer facilities.
Thyssen
TV channel integrated with elevator engine
system operators in partnership with Thyssen.
Carrefour
In-Store Media In-Store TV channel placed at
the points of sale across the different sections of
the store.

Barcelona Trade Fair
Largest deployment of a TV channel in a city
trade fair, with tailored information services
and advertising relevant to each section of the
various display areas.
Barcelona City Council
TV channel situated throughout the city council's
local facilities and hospitals with kiosks for
citizen interaction and performing transactions.
Endesa
Corporate TV channel at headquarters, in local
and regional offices and throughout
manufacturing facilities.

Address in Madrid: Calle Marqués de
Mondéjar, 11 bis
28028- Madrid – España
Tel. +34 91 361 24 73
madrid@focusonemotions.com

Gilles GOGNET
Managing Director France
gilles.gognet@focusonemotions.com

Address in Paris: Villa Prince Murat
121 Avenue Charles de Gaulle
95160 - Montmorency -France
Tel. +33 6 71 90 78 97
paris@focusonemotions.com

Miquel GARCIAS
Managing Director UK
miquel.garcias@focusonemotions.com

Address in London: 63 Galleons
View Steward Street
E14 3EX London - UK
Tel. +44 20 81 44 64 65
london@focusonemotions.com

COMPANY PROFILE
Focus On Emotions is specialised in offering proximity marketing services at point of sale.
Creating, designing and maintaining new channels of communication and innovative ways of
interacting with customers.

KNOW HOW & MAIN PRODUCTS
Focus On Emotions design and implement bespoke communication channels and the
accompanying technologies, also taking care of the planning and preparation of the most
suitable content. Alongside that, Focus On Emotions look after content distribution and the
maintenance of the network. They have been particularly successful in developing specific
solutions that allow for the narrowcasting of content through the use of TV channels, kiosks and
mobile phones at the point of sale, creating interaction with customers. Their main strength is the
capacity to offer companies full service in-sourcing, tailored to the real needs of their clients and
their clents’ customers.

PARTNERS
Cisco • Dell • Fujitsu • Indra • Thales Group

© photos: Focus On Emotions

Corte Ingles
In-Store Media Large advertising screens
placed at the entrances of the retail stores, with
complete remote management and monitoring
of advertising campaigns.

Garikoitz LERMA
Managing Director Spain and
Portugal
garilerma@focusonemotions.com

Unilever
Corporate TV channel at headquarters and
outlying offices.
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KEY FIGURES

Net Display
Systems

Legal form: Private company
Year of creation: 1994
Headquarters: Eindhoven, The Netherlands
Active in more than 60 countries worldwide

DIGITAL SIGNAGE SOFTWARE

CONTACTS

Luchthavenweg 59-I
5657 EA Eindhoven
The Netherlands

Louis VAN GELDROP
CEO
Louis.van.Geldrop@nds-nl.com

Tel.: +31 40 2661177
Fax: +31 40 2661178

Mark LEO
Business development
Mark.Leo@nds-nl.com

www.nds-nl.com

Arthur DAMEN
Marketing & Product Management
Arthur.Damen@nds-nl.com

Marqués de

REFERENCES

om

COMPANY PROFILE

ince Murat
Gaulle
France
7
com

Since its establishment in 1994 Net Display Systems has evolved into a recognised
worldwide player for digital signage software. With its worldwide network of specialised
partners the company is active in more than 60 countries and has thousands of installations
in multiple market sectors from transportation, corporate and government to hospitality and
retail. One in four of the 100 worlds most recognised brands have already chosen PADS
as their digital signage platform.

Galleons

KNOW HOW & MAIN PRODUCTS
The award winning product of Net Display Systems for digital signage is PADS. This is not
just another digital signage software bundle, but is based on years of practical experience
including many mission critical installations worldwide in the highly complex and
demanding airport sector. The market speaks highly about PADS. Again and again people
having seen many products categorically say that it’s the easiest-to-use, most flexible and
powerful solution for digital signage. Of course the PADS software can do everything other
digital signage products can do – and much more – but what makes the PADS software
really unique are the unequalled database connectivity features. With just a couple of
mouse clicks the system can be linked to any industry-standard database for displaying realtime information. For more information, please have a look at our website www.nds-nl.com
and feel free to download an evaluation version of the product.

65
s.com

PARTNERS
Net Display Systems has a worldwide network of specialised partners that provide
installation, training and support of its products. In a number of countries we are looking for
additional partners.

Every day millions of people worldwide watch
the displays running the PADS software of Net
Display Systems. Installations vary from simple
standalone solutions to national or global,
complex and often mission critical digital
signage solutions. Below you find just a small
selection of our existing customers.
Transportation: More than 60 airports
including Munich, Boston, Toronto, Newark
(New York), Changi (Singapore) and Kuala
Lumpur, KLM and Lufthansa, Alexandria Port
Authority (Egypt), Stena line, Q-Park
Corporate: Microsoft, Shell, BASF, Nestlé,
Procter & Gamble, l’Oreal, Bosch, Ericsson,
BAT, IBM, Porsche, SR Technics, Philips, BP,
Deloitte, HP, Kodak, Bayer, Michelin
Manufacturing: Coca Cola, Volkswagen,
Rolex, Honda, Bombardier, US Army, Boeing,
Astra Zeneca, Eurocopter
Government: National parliament and several
ministries (NL), Köln Tourismus, ministry of
education (F), Supreme Court (Sing), Brisbane
City Council
Education: Universities of Leiden, Amsterdam,
Eindhoven, SAP Training centre (D), Pfizer
Learning Centre (USA), European Business
School Munich
Hospitality: Hilton, Marriott, Deutsche Bahn
Gastronomie, Futuroscope, Heineken Music
Hall, News Café (RSA), Singapore Turf Club
Cashbox Party World (China/Taiwan)

© photos: Net Display Systems

© photos: Focus On Emotions

Financial services: Accenture, AXA, ING,
Deutsche Bank, Abu Dhabi Securities Market,
First National Bank, African Bank
Health care: Addenbrooke’s hospital UK, Red
cross hospital (NL), St Peter’s University hospital
(USA)
Retail: Toyota, IKEA, Nashua Mobile,
Vodacom, Selfridges, Makro/Metro, Hertz,
Shimano, Carrefour, ERA, Sixt
www.cleverdis.com
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One Digital
Media
DIGITAL SIGNAGE PROVIDER
AND NETWORK OWNER

KEY FIGURES
Legal form: Company
Headquarters: Stellenbosch, South Africa

CONTACTS
Mike BOSMAN
CEO
mike@onedigitalmedia.com

18 Techno Drive
Techno Park
Stellenbosch 7600
South Africa

Educated at the University of Cape Town and at Harvard in the
US, Mike was previously CEO of two of the largest advertising
agencies in South Africa – TBWA\Hunt\Lascaris and FCB. Under
his leadership both agencies won many local and international
awards. He was formerly the President and Chief Operating
Officer of FCB North America based in New York. He has had
the honour of being named Advertising Man of the Year 3 times
in South Africa. He is a co-founder of One Digital Media.

Tel: +27 21 880 1037
Fax: +27 21 880 2507

www.onedigitalmedia.com

Andrew RIDL
Chief Operating Officer
andrew@onedigitalmedia.com
Andrew has had a very successful career to date in South Africa
and in various European countries in large IT and logistics
environments at Siemens, Royal Bank of Scotland and Compaq.
He studied IT and business through the University of South Africa.
Andrew is a co-founder of One Digital Media.

COMPANY PROFILE
One Digital Media is South Africa’s largest owner and provider of digital media at retail with over 5 000 screens installed in hundreds of supermarkets, liquor
outlets, taverns and pubs in the townships, restaurants and other stores around South Africa. The company also provides a full turn-key solution for digital signage
offering a wide variety of customized different screen types and sizes, access to open source as well as branded software, content production and compliancy
reporting.

KNOW HOW & MAIN PRODUCTS
One Digital Media operates a true narrowcasting network in that content is flighted to any one or group of screens. As a result, each screen is its own channel.
Content is distributed via GPRS, the internet and via satellite and is done wirelessly in some applications. Backhaul of screen information is via GPRS.

© photos: One Digital Media

The company specializes in content production and management as the key factor in converting shoppers to consumers. Important shopper and marketing
strategy is overlaid in each application to ensure that screen placement, size of screens and reach is maximized.
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KEY FIGURES

ROKU Inc.

Year of creation: Founded in Silicon Valley, 2002
Headquarters: Saratoga, California
Number of staff / offices: 40
Offices worldwide in USA, UK and France

MANUFACTURER
PLAYERS & SERVERS
12980 Saratoga Ave., Ste. D
Saratoga, CA 95070
Tel: +1 408 556 9040
Fax: +1 408 446 1734

CONTACTS

www.roku.com
Pierre GILLET
Vice President of International Sales
pgillet@roku.com

REFERENCES

Karen FORE
Marketing Manager
kfore@roku.com

COMPANY PROFILE
Roku, Inc. is a privately held company located in Saratoga, Calif. It was founded in 2002
by Anthony Wood, the inventor of the personal video recorder (PVR). Roku is a leading
supplier of innovative and easy to use digital media products. Our best known consumer
products are the Netflix Player by Roku and the stylish SoundBridge Internet radio line. In
the B2B market, our BrightSign product line is the leading solution for digital signage and
kiosk controllers.

KNOW HOW & MAIN PRODUCTS

• Monterey Bay Aquarium (California, USA) –
Attendance: 1.8 million people annually, about
half of all exhibits are video (approx. 200).
Currently over 40 BrightSign units are installed
with more planned. BrightSign is providing high
reliability under extreme conditions due to its
solid-state design and rugged construction installations are under counters and in/near
water tanks, and support heavy playback of 16
hours per day, 7 days a week. BrightSign is
providing ease of use resulting in less time to
setup and update exhibits by quickly inserting a
compact flash card with the video content for
looping displays. Interactive exhibits are also
made easy from spreadsheet templates to create
simple button controls to scripts for implementing
touch walls and motion sensors to control
educational quizzes and activate video rewards
with lights and audio feedback.

© photos: Roku

BrightSign products are reliable non-PC, solid-state media players perfect for driving any
digital sign and interactive kiosk displays. BrightSign delivers high-definition video, images
and audio with superior quality and simplicity. Media playback is automatic from
removable flash memory cards, and interactive features include support for touch-screens,
buttons, mice and more. BrightSign also supports networking for remote content delivery,
scheduling of content playback, and Zones for displaying multiple impressions on a single
screen. There is no need for complicated PCs or low-quality DVD players, as BrightSign is
the ideal all-in one solution for digital signage.

• Avitour, a Belgium-based service company
comprised of more than 160 independent travel
agencies, required a way to promote its services,
highlight its partners’ tours and other offerings in
a multimedia, eye-catching, and dynamic way.
With locations all over Belgium, Avitour needed
a system that could be networked together with
content that could change quickly and be
tailored for diverse audiences. Working with
Roku and Studio Promo, a software development
and systems integration, Avitour initially installed
10 HD2000 units working in a networked
environment. Remote units check the server once
a day to look for content changes such as last
minute travel offers. Based on such a successful
trial of BrightSign’s networking features, Avitour
has purchased one hundred BrightSign units, all
of which are planned to be deployed on their
network by the end of the year.

www.cleverdis.com
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Scala Broadcast
Multimedia

KEY FIGURES
Legal form: Private Company
Year of creation: 1987
Headquarters: Scala Inc. Exton,
Pennsylvania, US
Number of staff / offices Europe: European
offices are established in The Netherlands,
the UK, Norway and France.
Number of offices Worldwide: 7

DIGITAL SIGNAGE SOFTWARE

Scala Computer
Television
Amerikalaan 70B
6199 AE Maastricht
Airport
The Netherlands
Tel.: +31 43 3588300
Fax: +31 43 3588301

Scala Broadcast
Multimédia France SAS
Tour Areva
1 Place de la Coupole
92084 Paris La Défense
Cedex – France
Tel.: +33 1 47 96 46
79

CONTACTS

Oscar ELIZAGA
Vice President European Business Unit
oscar.elizaga@scala.com

Scala Inc.
350 Eagleview Boulevard Suite 150
Exton, PA 19341, United States of America
Tel.: +1 610 363 3350

REFERENCES
• Retail Networks – Project examples: IKEA,
Norway / UK; McDonalds Netherlands /
Philippines / Romania; Tesco, UK; GYM-ScreenMedia, UK; Audi Worldwide; Citroen, France;
Carrefour, Romania / France / Turkey
• Entertainment Networks – Project examples:
BurgerKing-Channel,
Germany;
Skistar,
Norway; WarnerBros-Amusementpark, Spain;
P&O-Cruiselines; CineMex, Mexico; Harrah’s
Casinos, US
• Transportation Networks – Project examples:
Istanbul Airport, Turkey; Aral, Germany;
Carnival Cruise-Lines, US; Hertz, France;
PetroCat, Spain; Shell, Europe
• Hospitality and Convention Centres – Project
examples: Goodys-Restaurants, Greece; Hilton,
France; Movenpick, UAE; NH-Hotels, Benelux;
Red Lobster Restaurants, US
• Educational Networks – Project examples:
Madrid University, Spain; National Gallery, UK;
National Library, Singapore; University Chur,
Switzerland; University Maastricht, Netherlands
• Corporate Communications – Project
examples: BKW-energy, Austria; BT-Global, UK;
AXA,
France;
KPN-Narrowcasting,
Netherlands; SAP, Switzerland; TATA-group,
India
•
Government
Communications–Project
examples: Trieste-Città-Digitale, Italy; Dubai
Police, UAE; Kuwait Finance House; Ministere
du tourisme, France; Police Service NorthernIreland; SA Post Office, South Africa

Roxanne SCHILLINGS
Marketing Coordinator
marketing@scala.nl

COMPANY PROFILE
Scala, exclusively focused on end-to-end software solutions for both passive and interactive
digital signage networks, was founded in 1987 and now has sales operations on all continents,
with an installed base larger than that of all its competitors combined. With roots in the Cable
TV industry, Scala understands and has mastered TV-quality broadcast multi-media authoring and
playback quality and their InfoChannel product line is now in its fourth generation.

KNOW HOW & MAIN PRODUCTS
• InfoChannel Designer – InfoChannel Designer gives users creative control of content with
flexibility and real-time edits not offered by video production.
• InfoChannel Content Manager – a server-based application that schedules and manages the
transmissions of multimedia content to hundreds or thousands of displays from any internetconnected computer.
• InfoChannel 5 Player – provides stable reliable multimedia playback for virtually any
environment – continuously runs and updates content on displays according to the plan set in
place from the InfoChannel Content Manager.

PARTNERS
Scala has over 350 Partners worldwide.

• Cable TV Channels – Project examples: NewZealand Cinema; NEC Karuizawa 72 Golf
Tournament, Rugby World-Cup
© photos: Scala Broadcast Multimedia

• Financial Networks – Project examples:
HSBC, UAE; Rabobank, Netherlands / America;
Oslo Stock-Exchange; Kuwait National Bank;
NCB Bank, Saudi Arabia; Société-Générale,
Romania
• Digital Billboards – ODECO, Spain
• Healthcare institutions – The Life-Channel, UK;
SESCAM, Spain; Futuramedia, France; Hospital
de Clinicas-Caracas, Mexico; PharmaChannel,
Morocco; Pharmacy-Channel, Poland
66
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KEY FIGURES

Thomson
Out-of-Home
Media Networks

Headquarters: Paris
Number of offices Europe: Paris, London,
Warsaw
Number of offices Worldwide: San
Francisco, New York, Sao Paulo, Shangai

CONSULTANT – CONTENT CREATOR
INTEGRATOR – MEDIA SALES HOUSE

CONTACTS
Julien MARCEL
Vice-President Out-of-Home Media Networks
julien.marcel@thomson.net

Before being appointed in 2005 Chief of Staff of Thomson’s CEO
and Chairman Frank Dangeard, Julien Marcel has held several
marketing and E-business executive positions within the Thomson
Group since 1998.
From November 2005, he has been driving Thomson’s Out-ofHome media activities (PRN, retail media networks and
Screenvision, cinema advertising networks) in Europe, Asia and
Latin America.
Bertrand LE FICHER
Manager PRN Europe & Chief Creative Officer for PRN Europe,
Asia and Latin America
bertrand.le-ficher@thomson.net
Between 1990 and 1995, Bertrand Le Ficher has held several
senior executive programming management positions within
major channels – TF1, NBC Europe and France 2. He then
created and headed different new media companies: AOL
France, Boxman Europe – the first European “entertainment etailer”, and then he presided over the new media international
entity of the LVMH Group. He also conceived and created one of
the first Out-of-Home TV channels in Europe, the airport channel
AEO, for the JC Decaux group.
He is now managing PRN Europe and is Chief Creative Officer
for PRN Europe, Asia and Latin America, overseeing all
international content, programming and creative aspects for PRN
in all markets outside the US.

46 Quai Le Gallo
92 648 Boulogne Cedex – France
Tel.: +33 1 41 86 65 47
Fax: +33 1 41 86 09 22

info-ooh@thomson.net
www.thomson.net
www.prn.com
REFERENCES
Best Buy
Carrefour
Circuit City
Costco
FedEx
Kroger
La Poste (Creative Programming Strategy & Production)
Royal Bank of Canada
Sam’s Club
SuperValu
VolksWagen
Wal-Mart

COMPANY PROFILE
Thomson is a world leader in end-to-end video solutions, operating in 30 countries and that
is active on growing markets in Asia and Latin America. Serving the global Media &
Entertainment industries, Thomson, across its 3 divisions (Systems, Services, Technology),
develops video technologies, provides video solutions and manages global video networks
and distribution. Through its Services division, Thomson is a world leader in the Out-of-Home
Media Activity with over 20.000 equipped venues throughout the world. At any point in
time thousands of playlists are distributed to the million of screens Thomson manages on
behalf of its customers.

KNOW HOW & MAIN PRODUCTS

• Technology
• Integration
• Network Management
• Media Management
• Creative Solution

© photos: Thomson

© photos: Scala Broadcast Multimedia

By combining the core competencies of PRN (worldwide leader in in-store media networks),
Technicolor (worldwide leader in institutional media networks) and Screenvision (worldwide
leader in cinema advertising), Thomson offers end-to-end solutions to any corporation willing
to create Out-of-Home media
networks in their own venues.
Thomson’s comprehensive OOH
Media Networks solution includes:

• Content Production
• Advertising & Media Planning
• Consultancy & Research
www.cleverdis.com
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Events Calendar
Retail Expo Australasia

Viscom Sign España

August 29th - September 3rd, 2008
Sydney Convention & Exhibition Centre, Sydney,
Australia
http://www.retailtechexpo.com.au

October 16th - 18th, 2008
Madrid, Spain
Viscom-Sign is a trade fair totally geared towards
the visual communication and advertising
market. And it covers both the creative and
technological
aspects
of
the
visual
communication production process. Ideas and
design come together with the industry to meet
the needs of environmental graphics and retail
advertising.
www.sign-viscom.com

Plasa08
September 7th -10th, 2008
Earls Court, London, UK
www.plasashow.com

IBC Digital Signage Zone
September 12th -16th, 2008
RAI Convention Centre, Amsterdam, Netherlands
The market for Digital Signage is set to grow rapidly
over the next few years. The technologies, solutions
and content that are driving this revolution in
communication will form the focus for the DIGITAL
SIGNAGE Zone at IBC2008, a new visitor
attraction being introduced at the event this year.
The IBC2008 DIGITAL SIGNAGE Zone will bring
together many of the organisations and
technologies that are emerging as major forces in
this sector. It will therefore provide a unique
opportunity for application developers, content
providers and technology companies to showcase
their capabilities at the heart of the broadcast
industry's leading international conference and
exhibition.
www.ibc.org

Viscom Europe Paris
September 24th - 26th, 2008
Paris, France
Viscom brings together in one place all the
technological innovations of large format digital
printing, screen or textile communication, signage,
signs and all the products and functions linked to
visual communication.
www.viscom-paris.com

The European Digital Signage Show
October 1st - 2nd, 2008
Olympia 2, London, UK
The event will allow you to access the industries
leading suppliers and learn from others who have
already successfully deployed their digital signage
projects. With some of the biggest names in Digital
Signage, two days of free educational content,
show features showing you how this technology can
work for you, and the opportunity to network with
others looking specifically at this sector – if you are
thinking of Digital Signage you need to attend The
European Digital Signage Show.
www.kioskcomeurope.co.uk

SMAU Milan
October 15th - 18th, 2008
Milan, Italy
Business Technology: Innovation for Companies
and Public Administration. Smau, the 45th
International Exhibition of Information &
Communications Technology, is getting ready for
2008 with lots of novelties in store for you. The
exhibition, a true reference point for the ICT industry,
will be exclusively reserved for a professional
audience in line with a market for which exhibitions
must provide real business opportunities.
www.smau.it
68
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Invidis Digital Signage Konferenz SYSTEMS
October 21 - 24 , 2008
Messe München, Munich, Germany
On October 21st 2008, the second digital
signage conference will be held in
Munich/Germany at the SYSTEMS fair. The
event is organized by invidis, the leading
German digital signage portal. The conference
language will be German.
www.invidis-events.de
st

th

Retail Marketing and In-Store
Communications Conference
October 22nd 2008
London, UK
POPAIdigital meeting.
www.popaidigital.com

Digital Signage Submit
October 23rd - 26th 2008
Munich, Germany
www.systems-signage.de

October 30 - November 1 , 2008
Frankfurt, Germany
Quality, service and an experienced fair team
are the success factors behind viscom. The
established trade fair combines the familiar
aspects of visual communication with innovative
technologies and new markets. The viscom
"Digital Signage and Architecture" event will be
held on 11 June 2008 in Stuttgart. Different
application possibilities for digital signage in
buildings will be presented specially for
architects and planners.
www.viscom-messe.com
st

Integrated Systems Russia
October 30 - November 1, 2008
Moscow - Russia
Building on the successful format of ISE,
Integrated Systems Russia will include a
comprehensive programme of workshops,
seminars, round table discussions and company
presentations.
www.midexpo.ru/isr

DisplayForum 2008
November 4th - 5th, 2008
Radisson SAS Hotel, Düsseldorf, Germany
The European market for TVs, monitors and
public displays: Where next? This unique
conference for the display industry will provide
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SIMO
November 11-16, 2008
Feria de Madrid - Madrid - Spain
The International Data Processing, Multimedia
and Communications Show serves as a point of
reference for the latest trends and new features
aimed at developing and promoting the
Information Society.
www.ifema.es/ferias/simo/default.html

Viscom Visual
Communication Italy
November 13th - 15th, 2008
Milan, Italy
More than 20,000 modern graphic producers,
designers, advertising agencies and decision
makers, from all over the world, meet up once a
year, with more than 600 suppliers to actively
do business on the tradeshow floor and to learn
about the impact of new technologies and
communication trends during workshops and
conferences.
www.visualcommunication.it

Digital Media in Retail Conference

Viscom Frankfurt
th

you with vital knowledge at a time of change,
growth and opportunity in the market. You will
take away a wealth of information, ideas and
market data worth thousands of euros, not
available anywhere else. Organised by leading
market research companies Meko and
DisplaySearch, DisplayForum 2008 will bring
together experienced analysts from Europe,
North America and Asia and world-wide
industry leaders and experts from key sectors of
the dynamic market for electronic displays.
www.meko.co.uk

November 12th 2008
London, UK
POPAIdigital meeting.
www.popaidigital.com

Digital Media in Retail Evening
December 3rd 2008
London, UK
POPAIdigital meeting.
www.popaidigital.com

Integrated Systems Europe
February 3rd - 5th, 2009
RAI, Amsterdam, The Netherlands
Europe’s No.1 event for the professional AV and
electronic systems industry will return to the
Amsterdam RAI Centre on 3-5 February 2009.
The 2008 show drew more than 22,000
attendees and 484 exhibiting companies,
showcasing the very latest technologies for
commercial and residential systems integration.
www.iseurope.org

Screen Expo Europe
April 7th - 8th, 2009
National Hall, Olympia, London, UK
Europe's longest running & biggest event for
Digital Signage & Digital Media Networks - Out
of Home.
www.screenevents.co.uk

www.cleverdis.com
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